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Abstract

In an iron ore pelletizing plant, crude ore is upgraded to pellets to be used as feedstock in steel-making plants.
As part of a grate-kiln pelletizing plant, the rotary kiln is an indurating furnace in which the pellets are sintered.
The rotary kiln involves complex flow of large amounts of gas and the process is strongly coupled to the fluid
dynamics, which is not well understood. The present work focuses on increasing the understanding of the
aerodynamics of the rotary kiln.

Though the kiln geometry is relatively simple a rather complex flow arises, which is known to occur for turbulent
flows in similar geometries. In order to isolate the underlying flow mechanisms, simplified models of the kiln are
studied both numerically using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and experimentally using Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV). The understanding of the flow phenomena that arises for the simplified models is essential
for maintaining a solid comprehension of the fluid dynamics when increasing the complexity of the models.
Computations are validated against available experimental data to evaluate the capability of the numerical
procedure in capturing the underlying physics of the flow. In this way, the reliability of the predictions is
improved when increasing the complexity of the model.

In Paper A the unsteady non-reacting flow is computed and a preliminary coal combustion model is proposed,
which is in need of further development to yield reliable predictions of the reacting flow. Paper B is an
experimental investigation of a down-scaled model of the kiln and also an extension to previous experimental
work by introducing an inclination of the upper inlet duct to the kiln and carrying out a more thorough analysis
of the fluid dynamics. In Paper C, the periodic flow observed in Paper A is investigated further using a more
sophisticated turbulence closure and carefully validating the predictions against available experimental data.

For the simplified models under investigation, it is concluded that the flow is dominated by the periodic
shedding and downstream convection of von-Kármán-like vortices originating in the free shear layers enclosing
the recirculation zone formed in the inlet end of the kiln. Both numerical and experimental investigations show
a strong dependence of momentum flux ratio between the two inlet ducts on the flow field. The large-scale
periodic fluctuations, which are resolved in an unsteady computation but completely neglected in a steady
computation, are seen to contribute significantly to the turbulent transport in the recirculation zone. This
indicates the need for unsteady computations to accurately predict the transport processes. The recirculation
zone is important for flame stabilization as it feeds back hot gas to the near-burner region. Hence, a challenging
requirement of the numerical model is to accurately capture the physics of the recirculating flow. The use of
a second-moment turbulence closure is shown to significantly improve the predictions over the use of an eddy-
viscosity turbulence model and give promising results for further work on more complex models of the kiln.
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Thesis

This licentiate thesis includes an introduction to the subject and the following appended papers:

Paper A: B. Reine Granström, T. Staffan Lundström, B. Daniel Marjavaara and Simon Töyrä. CFD Modelling
of the Flow through a Grate-Kiln. Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on CFD in the Minerals
and Process Industries, CSIRO, Melbourne, Australia, 9-11 December 2009. Revised.

Paper B: I. A. Sofia Larsson, B. Reine Granström, T. Staffan Lundström and B. Daniel Marjavaara. PIV
Analysis of Merging Flow in a Rotary Kiln. Under review for publication in Experiments in Fluids.

Paper C: B. Reine Granström, T. Staffan Lundström and B. Daniel Marjavaara. CFD Modelling of the Aero-
dynamics of an Iron Ore Pelletizing Kiln. Manuscript.
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1
Introduction

LKAB (Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara AB) is an international minerals group that produces iron ore products used
as feed-stock in the steel-making industry. Their main product is iron ore pellets for production of hot metal
in blast furnaces and direct reduction processes. The upgrade from crude ore to pellets takes place in an
ore processing plant, which consists of sorting, concentrating and pelletizing units. The two major types of
pelletizing plants are those that utilize the grate-kiln process and the straight-grate process, respectively. This
work is dedicated to the former process and in particular the rotary kiln, which constitutes an important part
of the pelletizing plant.

The complex fluid mechanics of minerals processing kilns includes reacting and depositing multiphase flow at
high Reynolds numbers and high temperatures in complicated geometries, with heat and momentum transfer to
the solids bed, all in a harsch environment. Turbulent diffusion mixing is usually claimed to be the controlling
factor for combustion in rotary kilns and therefore understanding the characteristics of the fluid mechanics is
crucial in understanding the combustion process. As the conditions can vary significantly, it is often required
to consider each kiln individually.

The aim of this work is to establish an understanding of the underlying flow mechanisms in the iron ore
pelletizing kiln and to establish accurate procedures for modelling the fluid dynamics. With this intention,
this thesis provides a systematic investigation into the aerodynamics of the rotary kiln, numerically by using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and experimentally by using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). In the
long run, the purpose of the work is also to lay ground for further development of computational approaches
toward reliable modelling of the full-scale industrial application.

The first part of the thesis consists of a theoretical background to the process, including a review of relevant
literature, followed by a short summary of the methods used, the results presented and the conclusions drawn
from them. In the second part, the three appended papers are presented.
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2
The grate-kiln pelletizing process

The key parts of the grate-kiln pelletizing process are the travelling grate and the rotary kiln, which can be
seen in Figure 2.1. The iron ore is grinded and cleaned from contaminating elements within the magnetite
concentrate in several processes. The magnetite concentrate slurry is then mixed with additives and filtered.
Water is added to the slurry together with a binding agent before it is passed through large balling drums
producing wet pellets. The pellets are then sieved to distinguish the correct fraction for production; the
remaining fraction is either recycled or crushed and recycled through the balling drums. The wet pellets are
loaded on one end of the travelling grate and transported through separate zones for drying, pre-heating and
oxidation. First are the updraft drying (UDD) and the downdraft drying (DDD) zones where the wet pellets
are dried. Then the grate passes the pellets through the tempered preheat (TPH) and preheat (PH) zones;
the major part of the oxidation from magnetite (Fe3O4) to hematite (Fe2O3) takes place in the latter. The
exothermic oxidation enhances the energy efficiency of the process and reduces the carbon dioxide emissions,
which has named the product green pellets. Having passed the all zones, the pellet bed is discharged into
the rotary kiln where the pellets are sintered to obtain the physical properties needed for transportation and
subsequent processing. Due to the high temperatures inside the kiln, little or no oxidation takes place there.
Finally, the pellets are passed through a circular cooler where the final oxidation takes place and heat is
recovered to the process. Part of the pre-heated air is supplied through ducts to the UDD, DDD and TPH
zones. The remaining part is supplied to the kiln and its flue gases are subsequently used for oxidation in the
PH zone.

2.1 Kiln aerodynamics

The iron ore industry is one among many that utilizes rotary kilns for processing of solid materials: some
other examples are cement, alumina, lime, chrome ore and chrome oxide, petroleum coke and magnesia. In
many of these processes the kiln is basically a heat exchanger that provide stirring, mixing and the required
temperature-history of the material to be processed. Significant differences can be expected between different
kilns due to different designs of the kiln shell, the burner and the firing hood (cooler uptake) as well as the
operation of the cooler and the burner system. The type of cooler varies between different processing industries
and the cooler uptake supplying secondary air to the kiln can be of different types, e.g. a single uptake, two
separate ducts or multiple radial inlets. In the iron ore pelletizing kiln of interest in this work, the hot end inlet
cross-section is basically two circular segments separated by a wall that is called the back plate. The upstream
geometry of the ducts are quite complex, having significant area changes and curvature. A pulverized coal
burner is mounted in the back plate, supplying additional heat to the sintering process. Kiln flames are usually
designed as axi-symmetric enclosed turbulent jets but due to the aforementioned factors, flow asymmetry to
some extent can be taken as a rule rather than an exception.
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2.1. KILN AERODYNAMICS

The first attempt to a detailed investigation into the fluid mechanics of rotary kilns was by Moles et al. [61], who
carried out visualization studies with air and water on two down-scaled models having the same geometry as an
actual industrial rotary cement kiln. The aerodynamics of the hot end of the kiln was described as ”a turbulent
jet passing into a co-flowing turbulent stream constrained by a circular duct of non-uniform diameter having a
non-symmetric entrance”. This description is also valid for the iron ore pelletizing kiln of interest in this work,
i.e. the presence of the pellet bed yields a non-circular cross-section and the geometry of the kiln hood yields a
non-symmetric entrance of the secondary air flow. This description is quite expressive for the complexity of the
kiln aerodynamics. For kiln systems in general, it is only the primary air, i.e. the portion supplied through the
mechanical confines of the burner, which can be controlled by the process operator. The primary air is usually
only a small portion of the oxygen needed for stoichiometric combustion; typical air requirements are up to
40 % of stoichiometric for direct-fired systems and 5 - 15 % for indirect-fired systems utilizing multi-channel
burners [93, 78]. In addition, the combustion in minerals processing kilns is not controlled by chemical or
thermal limitations [61] but characterised by turbulent diffusion mixing between the secondary air and the
confined burner jet. The flow of the former is very difficult to control, and compared to e.g. process heaters,
in which the firing arrangement is designed for total control of all the combustion air, this design is rather
unconventional. One way of seeing it is combustion in an environment not originally intended for combustion.

Adding to the specific complexity in the aerodynamics of the iron ore pelletizing kiln is the fact that a large part
of the secondary air introduced through the ducts is not used to combust the fuel but in principle for practical
reasons passed through the kiln to be used in another part of the process. As a comparison, the process of
interest in this work has a mass flow ratio of secondary to primary air of approximately twice that of typical
cement processes [93] and more than four times that of the lime process in Tao et al. [90]. Considering this,
the combustion environment is even less conventional than other minerals processing kilns and the potential
role of the secondary air pattern in governing the aerodynamics is further strengthened.

Some experimental studies have been conducted for characterization of the velocity and temperature fields
inside rotary kilns [38, 101, 90]. The harsch environment for measurements, i.e. fluctuating high temperatures
and low velocities, corrosive environment, deposition of particles and the obstructions due to the rotating shell,
places considerable demands on the experimental equipment. Hence, numerical simulations is a potential tool
to obtain valuable insight into the processes and much effort has been put into modelling rotary kiln processes
world-wide. However, not much attention has been put on studying the complex gas-phase (freeboard) flow;
often the freeboard is dealt with using one-dimensional modelling and focus is set on the physics occurring
within the bed [10, 62, 64, 65]. The previous work done on modelling the three-dimensional gas flow in
rotary kilns using CFD has mainly dealt with simultaneous application of multiple physics modelling, not
considering the possibility of considerable complexities in the underlying fluid dynamics [32, 63, 90]. In some
cases the freeboard flow has been studied with focus on the burner characteristics and heat release pattern
[45, 100, 55, 34, 35]. The k-ε turbulence model has been used exclusively in these numerical studies. It should
also be mentioned that the transport processes within the solids bed has been given previous consideration,
see e.g. Cross [21], Boateng and Barr [10] and Heydenrych [36].

The complexity of the kiln aerodynamics that has been indicated above implies a significant challenge for
modelling the three-dimensional fluid flow. Since the previous industrial applications of CFD to rotary kilns
have not put much effort to accurately describe the turbulent flow, more can be learnt from other similar
engineering applications. Plane parallel jets and flow past bluff bodies, both under confinement, are such
flows of relevance. A selection of previous experimental and numerical studies and the techniques applied
are summarized in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for plane parallel jets and flow past prismatic cylinders, respectively.
Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and hot-wire anemometry (HWA) are the most frequently used among these
experimental studies. PIV has the advantage of yielding a more easily accessible picture of the flow field,
especially for complex and unsteady flows. In some numerical studies [31, 13], both wall functions and low-Re
approaches have been used with the turbulence models; the mesh sizes quoted in Table 2.2 are for the wall-
function cases. Also, in some studies different mesh sizes were used for different cases, but the numbers given
here are meant as representative sizes.

Some noticeable findings from the experimental studies on parallel jets are Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instabilities
in the separated shear layers, the periodic shedding of large-scale von-Kármán-type vortices and interactions
between the latter and the wall boundary layer. The numerical work on parallel jets has dealt exclusively with
solving the steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and hence not resolving the experimen-
tally observed large-scale periodic flow. In this context, more effort has been put on the modelling on the flow
past prismatic cylinders, where unsteady RANS (URANS) has been applied in all studies presented in Table
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CHAPTER 2. THE GRATE-KILN PELLETIZING PROCESS

Table 2.1: Selected studies on plane parallel jets

Numerical

Author s/w Re (×103) Technique Mesh

Lai and Nasr [48] 4.25 11 k-ε, RNG-k-ε, SMC [52] 108 × 60
Anderson and Spall [2] 9-18.25 6 k-ε, SMC [52, 33] 394 × 139
Spall [80] 9-18.25 75 k-ε 597 × 358
Spall et al. [81] 3-11 3.6, 50 k-ε 399 × 600
Vishnuvardhanarao 2 10-40 k-ε, mod. k-ε [19] 201 × 141
and Das [99]
Karimpour et al. [40] 1-40 12.5, 17.4, 25 k-ε 107,386
Kumar and Das [47] 6, 9 6, 20 k-ε 240 × 192

Experimental

Anderson and Spall [2] 9-18.25 5.9-6.1 HWA
Anderson et al. [3] 1.5-2.7 3.9-108 HWA
Spall et al. [81] 5 3.6 HWA
Bunderson and Smith [15] 8-28 43 HWA, Schlieren visualization
Wang and Tan [102] 2 10 PIV

2.2. A key issue with modelling of this flow using the standard k-ε model is over-prediction in production
of turbulent kinetic energy in stagnation regions, which leads to an under-prediction of the strength of the
shedding motion [49]. The unphysical damping effects caused by the standard k-ε model can be decreased by
implementing the modification proposed by Kato and Launder [41]. The over-prediction of turbulent kinetic
energy is no expected to be as serious for the hood geometry of the iron ore pelletizing kiln since the separation
points are fixed at the edges of the back plate. Improved predictions are also obtained by solving for the
Reynolds stresses using a second-moment closure.

The wake dynamics of the flow past a circular cylinder has been the subject for a large number of studies,
both in infinite surroundings, see e.g. Roshko [74] and Cantwell and Coles [16], and with one side positioned
close to a wall, see e.g. Lei et al. [53] and Wang and Tan [103]. Although the flow separation mechanism for
circular cylinders is very different from the prismatic cylinder, these comprehensive studies provide valuable
insight into the dynamics of the vortices as they shed and convect downstream.

Including an axisymmetric burner jet in the model of the iron ore pelletizing kiln, even if it is single-phase and
non-reacting, implies additional complexity of the fluid mechanics. Considering that the burner jet emerges
into an non-axisymmetric surrounding in the wake of the back plate, theory and simplified models on axi-
symmetric enclosed turbulent jets, see e.g. refs. [92, 22, 7, 37], are not applicable. The accurate description
of the transport processes between the jet and the recirculating flow presents a challenge to the numerical
modelling procedure and a careful systematic approach is required to maintain a solid comprehension of the
aerodynamics when increasing the model complexity. The simplest case of an axisymmetric jet is the simple
round jet for which the flow structure has been well established in the literature. The co-axial, or co-annular,
jet is more complex as it has both inner and outer shear layers, and can also incorporate a wake flow between
the jets depending on the gap between the central and annular openings. The pure annular jet is the limiting
case of a co-axial jet having zero velocity of the central jet, and its flow is characterised by an axisymmetric
wake. For the process investigated in the present work, it is of interest to consider both co-axial and pure
annular burner jets, and to assist in further work a short literature review on axi-symmetric jets is included
here. Focus is set on pure annular jets to give a more elaborate introduction to the underlying physics.

The round jet has been extensively studied experimentally [7, 14, 60, 67, 104, 59, 58] and while it has been
widely used in numerical modelling of jet flows, for example in rotary kilns as previously discussed, its underlying
assumption of isotropic turbulence causes it to fail in correctly accounting for dependencies in initial conditions
[79]. The co-axial jet has been studied extensively by Dahm et al. [23], and its flow is characterised by the
momentum flux ratio of the two streams and the diameter ratio between the outer and inner nozzle [70]. The
annular jet is mainly characterized by the blockage ratio BR = (Di/Do)

2, where i and o denotes inner and
outer diameters of the annulus, respectively [9]. In relation to annular jets, the flow in axisymmetric wakes is
found in various engineering applications, one such being burners. The wake structure is strongly dependent on

8



2.1. KILN AERODYNAMICS

Table 2.2: Selected studies on flow past prismatic cylinders

Numerical

Author S/D δ/D Re (×103) Turbulence model Mesh

Franke and Rodi [31] 0.25-6 22 k-ε, SMC [52] 70 × 64
Bosch and Rodi [12] 0.25-6 0.1 22 k-ε, mod. k-ε [41] 106 × 75
Bosch and Rodi [13] 7 22 k-ε, mod. k-ε [41] 99 × 75
Straatman and 0.25-1 0.5-2 22-23 SMC [82] 150 × 113,
Martinuzzi [84, 83, 85] 214 × 140
Younis and Przulj [105] 12 20-3 500 RNG-k-ε, k-ε [105] 139 × 122

Experimental

Durao et al. [26] 0-3.3 0.8 13.6 LDV
Bosch et al. [11] 0.25-1.5 0.13 22 LDV, visualization
Bailey et al. [5] 0.1-1.5 0.47 19 LDV, surface pressure
Bailey et al. [6] 0.3-7 0.5 18.9 HWA, surface pressure
Martinuzzi et al. [57] 0.07-1.6 0.5 18.9 Surface pressure
Wang and Tan [103] 0.1-1 0.4 14 PIV

the surrounding flow, and following the terminology of Davies and Beér [24], previous studies can be classified
as infinite, confined or jetting. The relevant class for the purpose of this work is the jetting, but regardless
of the surrounding flow conditions, knowledge gained from other classes of axi-symmetric wakes can be used
for understanding the annular jet flow. The Reynolds number is usually defined by the exit bulk velocity and
the hydraulic diameter of the annular opening (ReDH

) for confined or jetting flows, while the diameter of the
bluff body is used for infinite surroundings (ReDi

). A summary of previous studies on axisymmetric wakes is
provided in Table 2.3, where experimental conditions are presented.

The initial region of annular jets was investigated extensively in refs. [42, 18, 43] using hot-wire anemometry
(HWA). Ko and Chan [42] established different characteristic regions of the flow and similarity was found
within these. Chan and Ko [18] established the presence of coherent stuctures inside the jet, identifying them
as a train of so called jet vortices generated in the outer shear layer and wake vortices that are shed from
the standing toroidal vortex in the internal recirculation region. Ko and Chan [43] investigated the coherent
structures further and found that the wake vortices had the same Strouhal number as the most preferred mode
of the outer mixing region, suggesting that the outer shear layer is exited and thus generates a wake-induced
vortex train. Hence, the outer shear layer was concluded to be under two trains of vortices.

Durao and Whitelaw [27] used Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) to investigate the wake flow of a disk mounted
at the end of a converging pipe, with the position of the disk being adjusted to obtain axisymmetric flow
profiles at downstream positions. A clear anisotropy in the Reynolds stresses was observed within the wake
region, implying that the normal stresses should be considered individually for modelling purposes. A bimodal
characteristic was identified close to the outer edge of the jet close to the nozzle exit, interpreted as a sine-
wave type of oscillation similar to that found in round jets [14]; however these vortices did not propagate into
the recirculation region. Using a pitot tube, Kuhlman [46] obtained the mean velocity profiles for round and
annular jets at Re = 2.7 ·105, based on the maximum dynamic pressure and Do. Different tips of the cylindrical
centerbody were studied and a significant increase in far-field entrainment rate was observed in all instances
compared to a round jet. The increase was attributed to enhancements of either the vortices shed in the outer
shear layer or the wake-type vortices as found by Ko and Chan [43], the latter concluded to be more likely.

By means of LDV and wall pressure tappings, Taylor and Whitelaw [91] studied the confined flow past a cone and
two disks of different blockage ratios. No noticeable oscillations were found and the profiles were axisymmetric
within the positioning error of the measuring volume. A similar setup was used by Pinho and Whitelaw [68] to
compare the flow of Newtonian and non-newtonian fluids past a disk confined in a pipe at ReDi

= 220 - 138 000.
Increasingly asymmetric flow in the mean field was observed for ReDi

= 400 - 6 000 (ReDo−Di
= ReΔD = 164

- 2467) for both fluids, while for higher Re the oscillations became less evident as the turbulence fluctuations
increased. A parallel was drawn with the study of a sudden expansion at low Reynolds numbers [20], in which

9



CHAPTER 2. THE GRATE-KILN PELLETIZING PROCESS

the asymmetry of the wake was attributed to disturbances of asymmetric nature being shed from the edge of
the sudden expansion and amplified in the shear layers, then interacting with the recirculating flow. Similarly,
the instabilities shed from the disk edge would interact with the recirculating flow to create a low-frequency
periodic oscillation of the recirculation bubble [68].

Asymmetric flow has also been found for annular jets of infinite surroundings in the work of Blum [9] for the
same experimental configuration as Stroomer [86]. Some indications of asymmetry can be found in the reported
measurements by Stroomer [86], but the asymmetry was not discussed explicitly. For constant ReΔD = 4400,
Blum [9] studied the annular jet flow for blockage ratios in the range 0.50 ≤ BR ≤ 0.89, observing a switch
from radial symmetry to asymmetry within the interval 0.68 ≤ BR ≤ 0.72. The turbulent structures for
BR = 0.50 were larger than for BR = 0.89, and no predominant frequencies were found on the symmetry axis
for any blockage ratios in the whole range. In contrast, Stroomer [86] observed a dominant Strouhal number of
0.073, though for methane-air combustion. For blockage ratios of 0.50, 0.68 and 0.89, the Reynolds number was
varied in the range 800 ≤ ReΔD ≤ 6000. For the two lower blockages, the flow was considered symmetric for all
Reynolds numbers within the range. For the largest blockage, the flow behaved asymmetric with inseparable
symmetry breaking behaviour for all Reynolds numbers tested. This is in contrast to Pinho and Whitelaw
[68], where asymmetry was only observed within a limited range of Reynolds numbers. On the other hand,
Patte-Rouland et al. [66] and Aly and Rashed [1] measured the wake flow of annular jets with large blockage
ratios of 0.82 and 0.91, respectively, and did not detect any significant asymmetries in the mean field. The
Reynolds numbers in these studies were ReΔD = 4096 and 4815 and ReDi = 3.9 · 104 and 1 · 105, respectively,
compared to ReΔD = 4400 and ReDi = 1 · 104 in Blum [9].

Sheen et al. [76] investigated both confined and unconfined annular jet flow for ReDi = 60−6000 (ReΔD = 65−
6525) and swirl numbers from 0 to 0.6 using LDV and visualization. For the non-swirling cases, vortex shedding
was observed throughout the turbulent flow regime. For lower Reynolds numbers asymmetric distortions in
the toroidal vortex was observed and vorticity was shed from it unsteadily. For ReΔD > 1600 the vortex
shedding was dominated by shear-layer vortex shedding attributed to the increased velocity gradient between
the freestream and recirculating flow. The recirculation length reached a maximum aroung ReΔD = 1600 and
reached an asymptote for ReΔD > 105. For ReΔD < 1600 the recirculation length of the confined case was
shorter than the unconfined and for ReΔD > 1100 it was longer. For the confined setup, Sheen et al. [77]
studied more thoroughly the laminar flow to identify different regimes. The laminar to turbulent transition of
the annular jet flow was found to be ReΔD = 1600 and it was concluded that the annular channel flow was
turbulent for ReΔD > 2000. In an investigation on large-velocity-ratio coaxial jets, Rehab et al. [70] included
the limiting case of a pure annular jet. For ratios of annular to central velocity above a critical value the
flow was characterised by a low frequency unsteady recirculation region. The unsteadiness was found to be an
azimuthal precessing mode for which the recirculation bubble both oscillates and rotates at the same frequency.
Unlike Ko and Lam [44], the origin of the low frequency unsteadiness was attributed to coupling of disturbances
at different azimuthal positions in the inner shear layer via the slow recirculating motion. This was explained
by a proposed model which incorporated the important features of this phenomenon.

Pope and Whitelaw [69] validated calculations with the experimental data for the largest blockage ratio from
Durao and Whitelaw [27]. For turbulence closure, the k-ε turbulence model, the pressure-rate-of-strain model
due to Launder et al. [52] and another second-moment closure were used. The predicted velocity profiles were
virtually the same for all turbulence models. Both the length of the recirculation zone and the spreading rate of
the wake were underpredicted, the latter defect considered more serious. The importance of specifying correct
inlet boundary conditions was indicated. Since the spreading rate depends on how the flow is initiated, it is
concluded important that the recirculating region is accurately calculated. For weak-shear flows, the Reynolds
stresses are dominated by dissipation rather than local velocity gradients, suggesting that the ε equation will
govern the spreading rate. Due to its underlying assumptions, the ε equation was stated to be a source of error
both in the near-wake and downstream regions.

Leschziner and Rodi [54] derived the annular jet flow by comparing the performance of different discretization
schemes using the standard k-ε turbulence model and two variations of it. The formal first order accurate hybrid
central/upwind discretization scheme gave poor predictions, which was attributed to numerical diffusion. Hence
it was concluded unsuitable for unconfined recirculating flows, while the formal first order accurate central/skew-
upwind scheme as well as the higher order quadratic upstream-weighted discretization scheme provided more
resonable predictions. However, the latter was prone to unboundedness problems, which was avoided when
using the hybrid schemes. Also, the importance of correctly specified inlet boundary conditions for the annular
jet was highlighted. The first variation of the standard k-ε model was an ad-hoc modification to the turbulent
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CHAPTER 2. THE GRATE-KILN PELLETIZING PROCESS

viscosity to account for steamline curvature effects. The second was a modification to the ε equation to include a
preferential treatment of normal stresses on the rate of dissipation. The first modification marked reductions of
the turbulent viscosity, especially in and around the inner shear layer where the curvature is strong. The second
modification gave qualitatively similar effects due to a decrease in the turbulent viscosity but simultaneous gave
an increase in the dissipation. Both modifications resulted in a substantial improvement in the predictions,
especially for the centerline velocity. However, it was difficult to judge which of the modifications beard the
stronger physical meaning.

In the extensive numerical work on annular jets by Taglia [87] and Taglia et al. [88], the configuration used in
refs. [86, 9] was investigated further. The computations were validated with experimental data published in
Taglia et al. [88] for a blockage ratio of 0.89. The quiescent surroundings were modelled as a truncated cone
of diameters 3Di and 7.5Di and height 5Di, with free slip boundary conditions. Both steady and unsteady 3D
RANS simulations were carried out with a second-moment closure [82] and a model with zero Reynolds stresses.
With both models, large-scale coherent structures were predicted. Unsuccessful attempts were made with the
k-ε model for which there was considerable damping of the oscillations, attributed to excessive dissipation
introduced by the turbulent viscosity. FFT analysis on the unsteady computations with the second-moment
closure showed a predominant Strouhal number of 0.06. By combining the resolved coherent fluctuations and
the small-scale modelled fluctuations, good agreement was achieved with the r.m.s. of the fluctuations from refs.
[86, 88]. The asymmetry found for the largest blockage ratio at ReΔD = 4400 was predicted reasonably in the
mean field. The asymmetry was found to be triggered numerically by disturbances due to mesh imperfections,
causing oscillations to arise in the near disk region that then propagated to the stagnation point, leading to
the symmetry breaking. Imbalances between pressure and inertia forces at the stagnation point and the small
thickness of a large blockage annular jet were concluded to be unstable conditions for symmetry. Simulations for
blockage ratios in the range 0.30 - 0.99 were also compared with experimental results from the literature for the
recirculation length. Two blockage ratio intervals with different flow characteristics were identified based on the
influence of the outer boundary of the annular jet on the recirculating flow. Seeking to describe the features
of the asymmetry and to predict the symmetry breaking point, Del Taglia et al. [25] carried out numerical
simulations in the laminar regime for three blockage ratios in the same range as Blum [9]. The simulations
show a decrease in the critical Reynolds number for symmetry breaking for increasing blockage ratio. With
the results of Pinho and Whitelaw [68] in mind, it was concluded a reasonable assumption that asymmetry for
the lower blockage ratios (0.50 ≤ BR < 0.70) only exists in a limited range of Reynolds numbers.

Vanierschot and Van den Bulck [96] carried out axisymmetrical steady RANS simulations of an annular jet
emerging from a stepped-conical nozzle at swirl numbers ranging from 0 to 0.9 and validated the predictions
with LDA data from Vanierschot and Van den Bulck [94]. The standard k-ε model and a variant of the
second-moment closure due to Launder et al. [52] were used and the quiescent surroundings were modelled by
a confining cylinder of diameter 30Do with free slip walls and the outlet was modelled as an annulus at an axial
distance 32.5Do downstream the nozzle exit. The influence of inlet boundary condition was evaluated by using
inlets at two different positions upstream the nozzle exit; one at 0.55Do using the measured velocity profile
and the other at 3.5Do upstream with a plug profile. For the zero swirl case, the second-moment closure gave
better predictions for both the spreading of the wake and the outer shear layer.

To summarize the reviewed studies, the fluid mechanics of parallel jets, axi-symmetric jets and flow past
cylinders have important similarities. All three are wake flows with free shear layers enclosing the wake. They
are also more or less characterized by the presence of large-scale coherent motions, which need to be considered
to accurately describe the turbulent transport of momentum. Considering future, more complex modelling of
the iron ore pelletizing kiln, these motions are also crucial for describing the turbulent transport of enthalpy,
chemical species and particles for modelling non-isothermal reacting multi-phase flow. As to the choice of
experimental method for isothermal flow, the main concern is to spatially and temporally resolve the large-
scale fluctuations. For this purpose, LDV and PIV have been commonly used in all three research areas for
measuring the flow and are both considered appropriate methods considering the findings that have been enabled
using these techniques. PIV has the advantage of easily accessible two-dimensional flow field measurements that
facilitates the study of large-scale flow structures. LDV has the advantage of higher spatial resolution and higher
dynamic velocity range, making it more appropriate e.g. for resolving free shear layers. Regarding numerical
methods, the main challenge is the turbulence modelling. The flows include strong streamline curvature,
highly anisotropic turbulence, wall effects and unsteady flow. Considering the complexity of these flows, the
application of unsteady RANS has been reasonably successful in predicting the fluid dynamics. Considering
modelling the unsteady flow of parallel jets together with an annular jet at a considerably smaller scale, which
is similar to the iron ore pelletizing kiln, URANS is still considered the practical choice over LES.
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3
Method

Paper A and C are numerical studies using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), while Paper B is an
experimental investigation using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). In Paper A, unsteady computations of
the isothermal flow and steady computations of the combusting flow in a simplified geometry of the kiln are
conducted at Re = 3.8 · 106. The standard k-ε model is used for turbulence closure and a sensitivity study of
the inclination of the jets emerging into the kiln and the ratio of momentum flux between them is carried out.

The time-averaged and phase-averaged flow in a down-scaled physical model of the kiln are investigated exper-
imentally in Paper B at Re = 8 · 104 and 1 · 105. In contrast to the computational model in the first paper,
sufficient lengths of the semi-circular ducts are included to assure fully developed turbulent flow of the jets as
they emerge into the kiln. The burner jet is excluded from the model to study the flow from the ducts alone
in an attempt to isolate the underlying fluid dynamics. As a step towards approaching the design of the cooler
uptake in the industrial kiln, the geometry of the experimental model is modified from the one used in Paper
A by inclination of one of the ducts. Effort is put on quantifying the experimental uncertainties.

An investigation of the capability of unsteady RANS to capture and quantitatively predict the underlying
dynamics of the fluid flow is undertaken in Paper C. The second-moment closure due to Speziale et al. [82]
is used for the individual Reynolds stresses to better account for streamline curvature and history effects. The
computational model includes the flow in the semi-circular ducts for a more accurate flow profile of the jets as
they emerge from the ducts into the kiln. The computations are carefully verified for estimation of numerical
uncertainties and validated against the measurements in Larsson et al. [51], both for the time-averaged and
phase-averaged flow fields. Some characteristics of the flow are compared to other published data on similar
flows and the vortex dynamics is analysed using the λ2 criterion [39].
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4
Uncertainties

In this chapter, uncertainties in the methods used in the appended papers are given some additional consider-
ation. As the experimental uncertainties are considered to be sufficiently elaborated in Paper B, focus here
is on the numerical uncertainties and especially those related to Paper C. The purpose is not to describe all
possible error sources, but to highlight those that are considered to be of most importance in the present work.

4.1 Spatial discretisation

The general procedure [17] for quantifying the spatial discretisation error in CFD is to use the method of
Richardson extrapolation (RE), in which computations from a set of grids is used to calculate the extrapolated
quantity of an infinitely fine grid [73]. The ultimate applicability of the RE method is that the grids are within
the asymptotic range of convergence; that is, the order of accuracy of the discretized equations is constant as
the grid is refined. When this is fulfilled, the Taylor expansion of the numerical scheme can be approximated
to give the error estimate

δRE = φe − φc ≈ αhp,
�

�

�

�4.1

where φe is the exact value of the solution of the differential equation and φc is the computed quantity for
a grid of size characterised by h. The coefficient α is a function of the spatial derivatives of φc and p is the
order of accuracy of the numerical method. The use of h in Eq. 4.1 as a single measure of the grid size for
a three-dimensional problem requires a constant aspect ratio in all three dimensions [75]. To account for the
uncertainty in error estimates based on RE, a Grid Convergence Index (GCI) has been developed that put
the grid convergence study obtained from any grid refinement ratio on the same basis as grid doubling with a
second-order method [71, 72].

For noisy convergence, Celik et al. [17] suggest following the least-squares methodology proposed by Eca and
Hoekstra [29] for estimation of the spatial discretisation uncertainty. In this method, the apparent grid accuracy
p is obtained from a least squares fit of Eq. 4.1 to the computed quantities; the method can be applied to any
arbitrary number of grids larger than four. The methodology involves solving a non-linear equation for the
unknowns φe, α and p, which is achieved by a false-position method [28]. Based on the value obtained for p,
the convergence behaviour is classified as either monotonic convergence (0 < p < 8) or monotonic divergence
(−8 < p < 0). Is there is no p that fits the data, the behaviour is classified as either oscillatory convergence
or indeterminable. For p ≥ 0, Eq. 4.1 shows that the discretisation error is a monotonic function of h in the
asymptotic range, hence use of Eq. 4.1 as the error estimator is restricted to monotonic convergence. For
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CHAPTER 4. UNCERTAINTIES

Table 4.1: Estimation of discretisation uncertainty

Convergence type Apparent order Ud(φ)

Monotonic
0.95 ≤ pa ≤ 2.05 1.25δRE + Us

0 < pa < 0.95 min (1.25δRE + Us, 1.25ΔM )
pa ≥ 2.05 max (1.25δ′RE + Us, 1.25ΔM )

Non-monotonic Ud (φ) = 3ΔM

monotonic convergence with unrealistically high observed order, the error estimate is obtained by replacing p
with the theoretical order of the numerical method, pt,

δ′RE = φe − φc = αhpt ,
�

�

�

�4.2

and the value of α is obtained from a least squares fit. For observed p within the theoretical bounds, the
uncertainty in the error estimate of Eq. 4.1 is obtained by applying the GCI method with the safety factor
1.25. The additional uncertainty due to the least squares fit is taken into account by adding the standard
deviation of the fit, Us, to the GCI estimate. For monotonic convergence outside the theoretical bounds of the
numerical method, the maximum difference between all K meshes is used as an alternative error estimator,

ΔM = max (|φi − φj |) , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, 1 ≤ j ≤ K.
�

�

�

�4.3

The total discretization uncertainty Ud(φ) is then estimated according to Table 4.1. As an indication of the
presence of scatter in the data, the result of the grid convergence study from using all available grids can be
compared to the result if some are excluded. If the trend show signs of increasing monotonic convergence when
including more grids in the study, this is an indication of scatter in the data and hence a motivation for the
use of the least-squares method.

4.2 Temporal discretisation

Mahaffy et al. [56] recommends carrying out the estimation of the temporal discretisation error separately
from the spatial discretization error, using a sufficiently fine spatial discretization. The temporal discretization
uncertainty can be estimated by studying the convergence of some characteristic solution varaible, e.g. the
computed shedding frequency, and applying the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) [71, 72] using the nominal order
of accuracy of the temporal discretization scheme and some safety factor. For computing the vortex shedding
from a square cylinder near a wall using a similar numerical approach as in the present work, Straatman and
Martinuzzi [83] suggested that too small time steps might introduce random effects that are not part of the
phase-average; this is an issue since significant cycle-to-cycle variations is in contradiction to the numerical
approach.

4.3 Time-averaging

The available choices for time-averaging in ANSYS CFX are either a time step-weighted arithmetic average or a
root mean square. Regardless of which type is used, when calculating a time average of an unsteady computation
that show periodic motions, e.g. vortex shedding, the averaging interval should be chosen carefully so that the
average is only calculated over integer shedding cycles. The convergence of the average should also be examined
and quantified.
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4.4. TIME-MARCHING

4.4 Time-marching

It is common in CFD codes to quantify the iterative error in terms of a normalised residual. In ANSYS CFX
[4] the control volume imbalance for each variable is normalised using the coefficients of the equation and a
representative range of the variable in the domain. This allows comparison between different applications and
different scales. Both the maximum and RMS of the normalised residuals in the computational domain are
provided during the solution procedure. Celik et al. [17] suggest that before any discretization error estimation is
calculated, normalized residuals should be decreased with at least three and preferably four orders of magnitude
for each equation solved. One method of estimating the iterative error is to use norms of the local change of
flow quantities from subsequent iterations [30]. Eca and Hoekstra [29] proposed a method to estimate the
iterative error by using the L∞ norm of the change in quantity between consecutive iterations:

L∞ (Δφ) = max
(|φn

i,j − φn−1
i,j |) 1 ≤ i ≤ Nx, 1 ≤ j ≤ Nr,

�

�

�

�4.4

where n is the number of iterations. The L∞ norm is chosen as the error estimator since it has been been proven
a more suitable parameter than e.g. the Root Mean Square for the change between consecutive iterations [29].
The approach is based on a geometric progression of L∞ (Δφ),

L∞ (Δφ) |n = L∞ (Δφ) |no
10−q(no−n),

�

�

�

�4.5

where L∞ (Δφ) |no
is the value of L∞ at the last iteration performed, no, and q is related to the convergence

rate. Applying the logarithm to base 10 on both sides of Eq. 4.5 yields

log (L∞ (Δφ) |n) = log (L∞ (Δφ) |no
) − q (no − n) ,

�

�

�

�4.6

Instead of using L∞ (Δφ) |no as the error estimator, which is inappropriate especially when the convergence is
not smooth, an extrapolated value L∞ (Δφ) |no,f

is obtained from a least squares fit of Eq. 4.6 using the last
m + 1 iterations. The estimated iteration uncertainty can be obtained from a least squares fit of Eq. 4.6 using
the last m + 1 iterations. The estimated iteration uncertainty is then obtained by multiplying L∞ (Δφ) |no,f

with a safety factor. The procedure described above is an attractive way to estimate the iterative uncertainty,
but it requires data to be saved at a number of consecutive iterations. Storing solution fields of a full three-
dimensional model and performing a least squares fit of Eq. 4.6 would require significant storage space and
computational time. An alternative method, though not as reliable as the procedure described above, is to
save computational results at several levels of iterative convergence and based on the convergence of some flow
quantities make an estimate of the iterative error.
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5
Results and Discussion

The main findings from the appended papers are summarized in this section; see the individual papers for
further results and discussion.

Paper A show that the predicted characteristics of the kiln aerodynamics depends on the ratio of momentum
flux between the ducts. When approaching matched momentum flux, the flow is increasingly characterized
by a large-scale unsteady flow similar to that of vortex shedding, which is in qualitative agreement with
measurements. This unsteadiness significantly influences the mixing, which is most enhanced for matched
momentum flux. For parallel channels, the oscillations are completely damped for all non-matched momentum
flux ratios, in contrast to experimental observations. A possible explanation could be that the production of
turbulent kinetic energy for some reason is over-predicted, which would lead to large dissipation and damping
of the unsteadiness. This behavior of the k-ε model has previously been observed for URANS calculations of
flow past bluff bodies [41, 49] and for annular jet flow [89]. Also, a preliminary coal combustion model indicates
that the effect of the burner on the steady flow field is limited, suggesting that the jets emerging from the ducts
have a large influence on the aerodynamics of the kiln.

The results in Paper B reveal more of the physics behind the unsteady flow that is predicted in Paper
A; it is shown that the flow is characterized by periodic shedding of von-Kármán-like vortices originating
in the free shear layers enclosing the recirculation zone formed in between the jets. The frequency of the
shedding cycle is about 12 Hz and the vortices form an anti-symmetric pattern in the flow field as they
convect downstream. The results provide more insight into the fluid phenomena, especially the vortex dynamics
that underlies the time-averaged flow field. The mechanism of the vortex shedding is seen to depend on the
momentum flux ratio of the two ducts and this dependence translates into the time-averaged fiel, which justify
previous findings. For matched momentum flux, counterrotating vortical structures are alternately shed from
the separated shear layers with half the period of the shedding cycle. For increasing momentum flux ratio,
the dynamics are increasingly characterized by the shedding of the vortex formed in the shear layer of highest
circulation strength. Simultaneously, the vortex shedding from the weaker shear layer is progressively damped
for increasing momentum flux ratio.

The results in Paper C show overall reasonable agreement between the predictions and the experimental data
in Larsson et al. [51]. A frequency analysis at discrete points in the computational domain reveal the same
dominant Strouhal number as observed in the experiments. The periodic behaviour in flow profiles throughout
the shedding cycle is also reasonably reproduced. Over a large part of the wake and near-wake region, the
contribution from the resolved periodic fluctuations to the Reynolds stresses associated with the global mean
flow dominate over that from the modelled turbulent fluctuations. The predicted shedding mechanism is
investigated by tracing the von-Kármán-like vortices from their formation by roll-up of the free shear layer
to their subsequent shedding and convection downstream. As the circulation fed into the vortex reaches a
maximum, the vortex is seen to shed from the shear layer and accelerate downstream. While the free shear
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

layers are stable up to their roll-up for Re = 5 ·104, Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) type instabilities are predicted for
Re = 1 · 105. The K-H instabilities shift the shedding process upstream and enhance the turbulent transport,
which decreases the size of the recirculation zone. The presence of these shear layer instabilities can not be
confirmed from the measurements. However, as K-H instabilities have been observed for similar flows (e.g.
wall jets [103] and plane parallel jets [15]) it is possible that they, to some extent, exist for the actual flow. In
contrast to the computations, the experiments do not show significant differences in the flow field at the two Re
considered. The K-H instabilities could for some reason be damped in the computations at Re = 5 · 104, and it
would be desirable to carefully study the initial shear layer flow as part of a future experimental investigation
with the aim to determine if these instabilities exist.

The fully developed axial velocity profile in the ducts show good agreement with measurements, implying accu-
rate inlet conditions for the flow into the kiln. The measured time-averaged flow field is reasonably reproduced
by the computations though there are some discrepancies, in particular for the shape of the recirculation zone.
The computations show more variation along the spanwise direction in its length in the main flow direction
than seen in the experimental data. The computed time-averaged length of the recirculation zone for different
Reynolds numbers show quite ambiguous results, with the largest deviation from experiments at Re = 1 · 105.
The time-averaged axial velocity (u) profiles show reasonable agreement with measurements while profiles of
v show more variation, though significant scatter in the experimental data obstructs the validation. The com-
puted vorticity field agrees reasonably with the measured field, though the computations resolve sharp peaks
in the proximity of the shear layers that are not seen in the experimental data. The flow for non-matched
momentum flux is computed for Re = 5 ·104, showing qualitative agreement with measurements at Re = 1 ·105

as to the dependence of the shedding mechanism on the momentum flux ratio.
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6
Conclusions

The aerodynamics of simplified models of an iron ore pelletizing kiln was investigated numerically and experi-
mentally. The following points summarize the noted conclusions:

1. The time-averaged and phase-averaged flow fields are strongly characterized by the momentum flux ratio
between the two ducts. For matched momentum flux, counterrotating large-scale von-Kármán-like vortical
structures are alternately shed from the separated free shear layers of the two jets emerging from the
ducts. For increasing momentum flux ratio, the vortex shed from the shear layer of weaker circulation is
progressively damped while the dynamics of the flow is increasingly characterized by the shedding of a
large vortex formed in the shear layer of highest circulation strength.

2. The vortex shedding significantly enhances the turbulent transport in the wake and near-wake region; for
matched momentum flux the contribution from the resolved periodic fluctuations to the Reynolds stresses
associated with the global mean flow are up to an order of magnitude larger than the modelled turbulent
fluctuations in the region where the two jets merge. This has practical significance as the turbulent
mixing between the secondary air and the confined burner jet is considered to be the controlling factor
for combustion in rotary kilns. For modelling purposes, this points out the need to consider the large-scale
periodic motion to properly account for the turbulent transport. This has been ignored in all previous
computational studies on rotary kilns.

3. The standard two-equation k-ε turbulence model used in Paper A was unable to predict the vortex
shedding for parallel ducts with non-matched momentum flux. It is hence not considered a suitable
choice for computing the time-dependent flow in the iron ore rotary kiln.

4. The second-moment closure of the turbulent stresses used in Paper C, which incorporated the pressure-
rate-of-strain model due to Speziale et al. [82], yielded good agreement with measurements for the fully
developed axial flow profiles in the semi-circular ducts. The measured time-averaged flow field was
reasonably predicted throughout the kiln. A frequency analysis yielded the same dominant Strouhal
number as observed in experiments. The behaviour of flow profiles of axial velocity and vorticity were
reasonably predicted throughout the shedding cycle.

5. For the second-moment closure, Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) type shear layer instabilities were found for
computations at Re = 1 · 105 but not for 5 · 104. The K-H instabilities shifted the roll-up of the shear
layers upstream, increased the strength of the shedding and enhanced the turbulence transport. However,
these instabilities could not be confirmed by experimental data though their presence should not be
definitely out-ruled until more reliable measurements can be used for comparison. As the shear layer flow
is coupled to the upstream wall boundary layer in the duct, it is possible that some scaling effects are in
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

play since the computations and experiments are conducted on different scales (52:1). In this context, it
is reasonable to question the use of the wall function approach for computing the wall shear layer flow in
the semi-circular ducts, which effectively determine the inlet conditions of the jets as they emerge into
the kiln. A low-Re approach was ruled out in the present work due to observed inconsistencies in the
BSL second-moment closure that have not been cleared out.

6. Although it is convenient to describe the flow conditions in terms of momentum flux ratio, a simultaneous
consideration of the circulation strength of the shear layers, as in Paper C, can perhaps aid in raising
the understanding of the fluid phenomena observed.

7. The predicted fully developed axial velocity profiles in the semi-circular ducts agreed well with measure-
ments for both Reynolds numbers, indicating that the numerical inlet boundary conditions for computing
the kiln aerodynamics were accurate. The measured time-averaged fields of velocity and vorticity were
reasonably predicted for both Reynolds numbers, though there were deviations as to the extent of the
recirculation zone. These deviations can be attributed to the prediction of significant three-dimensional
effects caused by the fully developed profiles of the semi-circular jets and by interactions between the
vortical structures and the confining walls of the kiln. Available experimental data confirm the trends in
spanwise variation of the time-averaged velocity field, but measurements show less variation than in the
computational results.

8. Although the different geometries in Paper B and C rule out a quantitative validation of the com-
putational results, the qualitative agreement for the dependence of the dynamic characteristics on the
momentum flux ratio is promising as to the predictive capabilities of the computational procedure.
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7
Future work

In addition to the consideration of momentum flux ratio, the understanding of the flow dynamics could perhaps
be enhanced by also quantifying the circulation in the shear layers and relating it to the circulation fed into
the vortical structures. As the λ2 criterion [39] proved to be a convenient measure for characterizing the vortex
dynamics in the computational study in Paper C, it could serve as a useful tool in future experimental studies.
Also, the approach of analysing the computed velocity field in a reference frame moving with the convection
velocity of the shedded vortices may be used with advantage in future experimental studies of this flow for
more elaborate studies of the downstream convection of the vortical structured.

For continued credibility of the computations, it is first desirable to extend the validation to the whole range
of momentum flux ratios that has been previously instigated experimentally in Larsson et al. [51]. It would
also be interesting to extend the validation to the modified geometry in Paper B. which would also allow
for a more thorough validation as these measurements are of higher quality. After establishing the predictive
capabilities of the computations for these conditions, a logical next step in the development of the kiln model
would be to introduce the burner jet and study its interaction with the secondary air flow. This implicates
smaller spatial and temporal scales of the flow that poses challenges for the modelling, whether it is numerical
or physical.

For numerical considerations, this implies greater demands on the computational power due to larger meshes
and smaller time-steps. In addition, there is the question of how the modelling of the flow near the walls
should be treated; to resolve the wall boundary layers in the kiln, the semi-circular ducts and the duct of the
burner jet using a low-Re formulation would significantly increase the computational time. In this context,
it has to be recalled that the fully developed turbulent jet flow emerging from the semi-circular ducts is a
major simplification of the expected industrial conditions. Choosing the direction for future development of
the modelling procedure boils down to the balance between increasing the understanding of the flow in the
simplified geometry and approaching the actual geometry of the industrial kiln. Nevertheless, it would be
interesting to investigate how the wall treatment in the computations affect the predictions of the flow, both
regarding the computed fully developed wall boundary profile that in effect gives the inlet conditions to the
free shear layer flow and the observed strong three-dimensional effects on the vortical structures. In either
case, the spread of an axi-symmetric jet, whether it is round or annular, in a non-axisymmetric surrounding is
a challenging task for any turbulence closure.

Considering future experimental work, the smaller scales of motion that would need to be resolved to study
the transport between the jet and its surroundings put greater demands on the spatial and temporal resolution
of the measurement techniques. Considering this makes LDV an attractive method as it has been proven to
work satisfactorily for measurements inside the semi-circular ducts [50]. The attractiveness of PIV is the easy
access to whole flow field measurements, which facilitates the analysis of the large-scale motions. The temporal
resolution can not be increased using the same PIV set-up as in Paper B, but the spatial resolution can be
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CHAPTER 7. FUTURE WORK

improved e.g. by moving the CCD closer to the physical model so that the camera view would not span only
part of the diameter. Though not applied to the phase-averaged measurements in Paper B, in principle it
is possible to increase the spatial measurement resolution by separately measuring segments of the flow field
and linking them together; similar to the patching of adjacent time-averaged flow fields in Larsson et al. [51].
However, this implies the need for phase-matching the different sets of recordings, which would probably require
higher quality of the data for resolving the shedding cycle by more phases than what is done in this work.
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Abstract

The aim of this work is to increase the understanding of the aerodynamics and mixing of species
inside a rotary kiln by usage of a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model. At first, a parametric
study of the pure airflow is carried out and for certain conditions, a transient behaviour similar
to that of vortex shedding was observed, with a dependence on momentum flux ratio between the
secondary air jets. The transient flow increases the mixing considerable indicating that it is very
important to optimize the momentum flux in the secondary air channels. Furthermore, the addition
of a preliminary coal combustion submodel indicates that the effect of the combustion on the flow field
is limited and that the pure airflow model can be used to investigate the influence of the secondary
air flow.

Keywords: grate-kiln process; iron ore pelletizing; parallel jets; vortex shedding; coal combustion

1 Introduction

In this paper we present a numerical investigation of the aerodynamics and mixing of species inside a
rotary kiln. In a grate-kiln process being a part of a pelletizing plant, wet green iron ore pellets are
loaded on a grate that takes the pellets through several zones for drying, pre-heating and oxidation
from magnetite to hematite. Next, the pellets are fed into a rotary kiln where sintering takes place by
heating, normally by a coal burner, to obtain the mechanical strength needed for further transport to
the customer. Finally, the pellets pass through an annular cooler where heat is recovered by pre-heating
ambient air being used in the process. The gas flow is thus in the opposite direction to the pellets and, in
essence, the grate-kiln can be seen as a counterflow heat exchanger. A large amount of highly pre-heated
air is supplied to the kiln for sufficient oxidation of magnetite pellets farther downstream in the grate.
The large volume fraction of excess air in the combustion zone in combination with the relatively large
increase in temperature results in a considerable production of nitrogen oxides (NOx) [19].

During the latest years, Swedish industry has faced increased governmental demands on control and
reduction of pollutant emissions, one of which is NOx [20]. Consequently, several research projects are
running with the objective to reduce NOx emissions from pellet production plants in Sweden. One of
these projects is to investigate whether Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) is a suitable method
for reducing NOx emissions during the manufacturing of pellets. As part of this work, we here present
the use of a numerical model to increase the understanding of the aerodynamics and mixing of species
inside the rotary kiln towards reliable predictions of crucial parameters for the SNCR process.

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a useful tool that can provide insight into industrial appli-
cations where experimental measurements are difficult to carry out due to intricate geometries or harsh
environments, as is the case in a rotary kiln. One difficulty when examining industrial applications with
CFD is how to deal with the potential presence of transient effects. Instabilities in the flow can cause
significant increases in mixing, shown for example in the experimental work on plane parallel jets of Bun-
derson and Smith [3]. A steady state Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulation misses out
on any instabilities since the flow is temporally unresolved. Avoiding the large computational demands
of Large Eddy Simulations (LES), using RANS in unsteady mode has shown the ability to predict large
scale transient effects [4]. On the contrary, this technique is unable to provide the detailed information
of the turbulent structures that can be obtained from LES. Most of the previous work of applying CFD
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on rotary kilns is within the cement industry, while only a few have focused on the iron ore pelletizing
industry, e.g. Lundqvist et al. [11]. Ma et al. [12] reported a model of the pure airflow through a rotary
cement kiln. Furthermore, several attempts to simulate the reacting flow have been reported, see for ex-
ample [9, 21, 13]. Principally, focus has been on the overall behaviour of cement kilns, but attempts have
also been made to account for key phenomena such as the clincerization reactions that take place in the
solid bed [17]. The k-ε model has been used exclusively to represent turbulence along with a Lagrangian
description of the particle phase. The particle reaction model of previous works generally includes more
or less advanced submodels for devolatilization and char oxidation as well as gas-phase combustion of the
volatile matter. The computational grids used are relatively coarse, typically in the order of 18 000 - 600
000 elements, hence there is a potential for improvements. The focus of previous work has mostly been
on optimising the production and the burner design, i.e. geometrical and operational parameters, and
not explicitly on the secondary air flow pattern being studied in this paper. Also, the kiln hoods of the
previously studied cement kilns are of different type than the one modelled in this work. Consequently,
it is necessary to perform a thorough study on this specific rotary kiln with its unique conditions and to,
in detail, reveal the flow pattern.

In this work, a full-scale CFD model of the pure airflow through the rotary kiln is studied to yield the
effect of the secondary air flow on the kiln aerodynamics. The reacting flow is also simulated, including
devolatilization, char oxidation, combustion of volatile matter, thermal radiation and wall heat transfer.
Incorporation of the coal combustion in the model enables examinations of the effect of the flame on the
flow field and the validity of the pure airflow model.

2 Model description

2.1 Computational model overview

To start with, a simplified model of the pure airflow through the kiln is employed that is successively
developed by taking combustion and other issues into account. Unless stated otherwise, model parameters
are mutual for pure airflow and combustion simulations. To reduce computational time for the pure
airflow parametric study, the advection term in the turbulent transport equations is discretized with a
first order upwind scheme, since it is generally considered to be sufficient [8]. For combustion simulations,
the High Resolution advection scheme is used to solve the turbulence and species equations, yielding a
spatial approximation as close as possible to second order while keeping the flow variables bounded
[2]. For the remaining equations, advection schemes employed are High Resolution and a second order
upwind scheme for the pure airflow and the combustion simulations, respectively. Important processes
that are neglected in this work are:

• the bed - the volume it occupies as well as its energy consumption due to the sintering process

• influence of downstream geometry, specifically the upward transition to the grate.

The rotation of the kiln is also neglected, but not considered to be a factor of significance. Further,
important simplifications and assumptions are:

• simplified geometry of the secondary air channels and the burner

• inlet boundary conditions - typical volumetric flows are taken from process data and have not been
varied.

All simulations are carried out on a PC-cluster with a capacity of more than 150 nodes. A former
study has shown that the code used parallelize very well on this cluster [7].

2.2 Pure airflow model

The model consists of a section of the kiln, corresponding to about half its actual length. The coal burner
is located at the end of the kiln, penetrating through the cross wall called back plate, which separates the
upper and lower secondary air channels, see Figure 1. In the model the burner is represented by airflow
through an annular opening in the back plate; this is called the primary air. The secondary air channels
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Figure 1: Geometry of the pure airflow model.

Figure 2: Computational grid for the pure airflow model.
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Table 1: Basic inlet boundary conditions
Vol. flow [Nm3/h] Temp. [◦C]

Primary air 8 000 60
Secondary air 200 000 1100

Figure 3: Secondary air channel inlets.

are simplified as identical half-circular surfaces. A structured computational grid with 1.56 million nodes
was created with refinements close to the walls and the burner; see Figure 2.

A strict grid independence study was performed with a finest grid of 4.66 million nodes, but the
solutions did not appear to be within the asymptotic range and a Richardson extrapolation was not
applicable. It will, however, later be shown that the main flow features in the model are the same
regardless of the mesh used. The primary and secondary air have identical properties but are treated
as separate species so that respective air can be traced down-stream the inlet. In order to obtain the
correct density and the corresponding momentum of the air jets, the species are treated as ideal gases.
Basic inlet boundary conditions are given in Table 1. In accordance with other full scale applications
[14, 16] the standard k-ε model with scalable wall functions is used to model turbulence. It is well known
that this turbulence model is unable to accurately predict all details of the flow [6, 5], but nevertheless
the model is able to predict the main features of the flow in model experiments [10]. The use of this
turbulence model results in two additional transport equations to solve in addition to the governing
equations of mass, momentum, species and energy.

2.3 Parametric study

When the model is verified for one set of parameters the inclination and distribution between the sec-
ondary air channels are varied in a systematic manner, with a final goal to optimize the geometry and
flow rates [15]. The inlet angles, α1 and α2, are defined relative to the kiln centerline as shown in Figure
3, where M1 and M2 are fractions of the total airflow entering through the upper and lower channel,
respectively. As a measure to evaluate the impact of the jets emerging from each channel, the momentum
flux is defined. Since the z-component of the inlet velocity is zero in all cases, each jet can be described
in terms of the x and y-components of its momentum flux, given by:

Jx =
(Mkṁtot)

2

ρA
, (1a)

Jy =
(Mkṁtot)

2

ρA
tan αk, (1b)
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Table 2: Data for the parametric study

Case M1 M2 Jx2/Jx1 Jy2/Jy1 S [m2] Period [s]

α1 = 0◦, α2 = 0◦

A1 0.3 0.7 5.44 8.02
A2 0.4 0.6 2.25 6.48
A3 0.5 0.5 1.00 13.95 0.37

α1 = 15◦, α2 = 15◦

B1 0.3 0.7 5.44 5.44 10.33
B2 0.4 0.6 2.25 2.25 4.65
B3 0.5 0.5 1.00 1.00 10.18 0.24

α1 = 15◦, α2 = 40◦

C1 0.3 0.7 5.44 17.05 8.29
C2 0.4 0.6 2.25 7.05 9.03
C3 0.5 0.5 1.00 3.13 8.62 0.19
C4 0.6 0.4 0.44 1.39 10.07 0.14
C5 0.7 0.3 0.18 0.58 13.34

where ρ is the air density, ṁtot is the total mass flow of the secondary air through both channels
and A is the cross-sectional inlet area, which is equal for the channels. The 11 simulation set-ups are
classified into three groups (A, B and C) based on the inlet angles, see Table 2.

In all cases given in Table 2, the simulations are first run in a steady state mode followed by a
transient run in order to detect any transient effects. An important variable in the transient simulations
is the Courant number, given in its one dimensional form by:

Co = u
Δt

Δx
,

where u is the fluid velocity, Δt is the time step and Δx is the grid size. Due to the considerable
CPU time required for the transient simulations, the time step is chosen to obtain convergence within
10 coefficient loop iterations, which is considered fulfilled when maximum residuals are below 5e-4 and
equation imbalances are below 1%; this gives CoRMS < 5 and CoMAX < 25. Since the code is implicit,
small Cos are generally not required for stability; this is problem dependent though [2]. To assure that
the transient behaviour is captured, simulations with time steps corresponding to CoRMS < 1 were also
carried out without any noticeable difference in behaviour of the flow and therefore the Cos obtained are
considered low enough.

3 Preliminary combustion model

3.1 Particle transport

The pulverized coal is represented by a finite number of particles whose motion is computed in a La-
grangian frame of reference. Each particle is tracked through the flow field and represents a sample of
particles that follow an identical path, i.e. a particle trajectory. The interaction between the dispersed
and continuous phases is two-way coupled with appropriate particle source terms included in the trans-
port equations. A particle dispersed in a continuous fluid is subjected to a number of forces, including
those due to drag, pressure gradient, gravity and turbulent dispersion. In the present work, only the drag
force and buoyancy force due to gravity are accounted for. The aerodynamic drag force on a particle is
given by:

FD =
1
2
CDρfAp|uf − up| (uf − up) ,
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where Ap is the effective particle cross-sectional area and indices f and p denote the fluid and the
particle phase, respectively. CD is the drag coefficient and is calculated by a modification of the drag
model of Schiller and Naumann [18],

CD = max
(

24
Re

(
1 + 0.15Re0.687

)
, 0.44

)
.

3.2 Particle reaction model

In addition to the particle forces, appropriate source terms are included in the transport equations to
account for heat release, consumption of O2 and production of CO2 and H2O due to the combustion
reactions. The coal combustion is modelled by three processes; devolatilization, char oxidation and
combustion of volatile matter. The devolatilization is modelled using a single reaction model where raw
coal is decomposed into char while volatile gases are released from the particle. In the present model,
the volatile yield is obtained by multiplying the proximate yield with a factor 1.25. The total amount of
material released during the devolatilization is the actual volatile yield along with the moisture in the
fuel. The relative amounts of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in the volatiles are calculated based on the
ultimate analysis, which in turn determines the stoichiometric coefficients in the gas-phase combustion
reactions involving the volatiles. The devolatilization rate is calculated by an Arrhenius type expression
on the form:

kv = Avexp
(
−

Ev

RTp

)
,

where Tp is the particle temperature and Av and Ev are a pseudo frequency factor and a pseudo
activation energy, respectively. The following oxidation of the remaining char is described using a model
that is controlled by external diffusion of oxygen to the particle and kinetics of the oxidation reaction.
The overall char reaction rate is controlled by the smaller of the rates of diffusion, kd, and oxidation, kc,
and is given by:

(
k−1

d + k−1
c

)
NO24πR2

p

P

PA

,

where NO2 is the molar fraction of O2 in the gas, Rp is the particle radius, PA is the atmospheric
pressure and P is the local pressure. The rates are calculated as follows:

kd =
Dref

Rp

(
Tp + Tg

2Tref

)β
Pa

P
,

kc = Acexp
(
−

Tc

Tp

)
,

where Tp is the particle temperature, Tg is the far-field gas temperature and Tref is the reference
temperature, which is 293K. The dynamic diffusivity Dref is set to 1.8e-5 kg/ms and the exponent β is
set to 0.75. The parameters Ac and Tc are set to 497kg/m2s and 8540K, respectively. [2]

3.3 Gas-phase combustion

The combustion of the released volatiles is represented by the eddy dissipation model [2]. There is
no kinetic control of the combustion process; instead the reaction rate is controlled by the mixing of
reactants. The rate is assumed to be inversely proportional to a mixing time defined by the ratio of the
turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the dissipation rate of k, ε.

3.4 Simulation setup

In contrast to the pure airflow model, the full length of the kiln is modelled, including an expansion of
the diameter after about half its length. The geometry of the coal channel and secondary air channels
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Figure 4: Geometry of the combustion model.

are unchanged, but an annular air channel with swirl vanes is added concentrically within the coal
channel, see Figure 4. A structured computational grid consisting of 1.13 million nodes is created for
the combustion geometry, similar to the pure airflow grid but coarser. Due to extensive computational
requirements this relatively coarse grid is considered acceptable as a base for further work, in which the
grid will be refined. As compared to previous work the grid is as fine or finer, see for example Ma et
al. [13] or Mujumdar and Ranade [17]. The volumetric flow through the swirl channel is 750Nm3/h at
60◦C, with a tangential component approximated by a 30◦ swirl. Otherwise, the volumetric flows are
unchanged but the air at the inlets is now defined as a mixture of O2 and N2. The volume fractions are
set to 19 % and 81 %, respectively, to match the limited oxidation that takes place in the cooler. Coal
particles are introduced through the coal channel with a velocity equal to the airflow. The coal mass
flow is 1.75 kg/s, represented by 1,000 particle trajectories. A Rosin-Rammler distribution is used to
specify the particle sizes, in which the mass fraction R above diameter d is given by:

R = e−( d
de

)γ

,

where γ is a spreading parameter and de is a fineness measure defined as the diameter for which
R = 0.368 [2]. The Rosin-Rammler parameters are chosen to fit a sieving analysis of the coal used in the
plant. Properties of the coal used in the simulations are based on a proximate and ultimate analysis of
the actual coal. The temperature of both the continuous and the particle phase is in these simulations
limited to 2600 K.

4 Results and discussion

First the results for the pure airflow simulations will be presented followed by those with combustion
added.

4.1 Pure airflow model

To investigate the grid dependence of the solution a mixing indication measure S is introduced. This
is defined as the area at the outlet plane that has a mass fraction of primary air above 0.038; complete
mixing of primary and secondary air would correspond to a uniform mass fraction of this value. A
larger value indicates a larger extent of mixing. As mentioned, a strict grid independence check was not
achieved. However, when comparing the predicted values of S for different grids for case A2 the variation
is small and for the purpose of this work the 1.56 million-node grid is considered sufficient to broadly
predict the flow, see Figure 5. The difference between predicted values of S for the 1.56 and 4.66 million
node grids is 2 % which, by all means, can be considered acceptable.

The results from the simulations indicate that the flow is strongly dependent on the ratio of momen-
tum flux between the two secondary air jets. For all cases in group A, see Table 2, the y-component of
the momentum flux, (Eq. 1b), is zero. When the momentum flux of one of the jets is dominating in
magnitude, so that the ratio Jx2/Jx1 is considerably larger or smaller than unity, the flow is steady and
the weaker jet is entrained by the dominating one. As the magnitude of the dominating jet is decreased,
the merge point between the jets moves towards the weaker jet and the extension of the wake behind
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Figure 5: Mixing indicating measure S for case A2 as function of mesh element size, shown for grids of
4.66, 2.75 and 1.56 million nodes, respectively.

the back plate increases somewhat, see Figure 6(a)-(b). As the ratio approaches unity the flow becomes
transient, characterized by a periodic flapping motion similar to that seen in vortex shedding behind
a bluff body. This is illustrated by the instantaneous streamlines in Figure 6(c); the motion is sinuate
and the merge point moves periodically in the vertical direction. The period of oscillation for cases with
transient flow is reported in Table 2. The amplitude of the oscillations peaks at the matched momentum
flux seen in Figure 6(c); in the parametric study overall, this is the extreme case with strongest oscilla-
tions. Similar trends have been reported for experiments on plane parallel jets by Anderson et al. [1]
and Bunderson and Smith [3]. Results of PIV experiments on a scaled down water model of a kiln of
the same type has also shown similar behaviour as shown in Figure 6c [10]. Notice that, since buoyancy
is not modelled, Figure 6(a)-(b) can be vertically reversed to give a mirrored distribution.

The behaviour is similar in the corresponding cases of group B, with transient effects predicted in
case B3. The amplitudes of the oscillations are however somewhat decreased and the period is shorter,
see Table 2. Compared to group A, the wake behind the back plate decreases since the jets are inclined
towards each other.

In case C1, being the first case with asymmetric angles of the secondary flow inlets, the total momen-
tum flux of jet 2 is sufficient to effectively penetrate jet 1 and force it upward rather than entraining it,
see Figure 7(a). Comparing cases C1 and C2 the trend is similar to previous findings; the wake behind
the back plate increases as the x- and y-momentum ratios simultaneously decreases. The dependence on
the x-momentum flux ratio is similar to the previous groups but the aspect of unmatched y-momentum
flux is also shown to have an influence on the flow. Case C3, with matched momentum flux in x- but not
y-direction, shows oscillations similar to the corresponding distributions of group A and B. For case C4
however, jet 2 is dominating for the x-momentum flux while jet 1 is dominating for the y-momentum flux
resulting in an oscillating flow field similar to case C3. The trend differs from case A2, B2 and C2 that
have the same ratio in x-direction as case C4, but steady flows. The amplitude is smaller and the period
of oscillation is shorter in case C3 and C4 than in case A3 and B3, see Table 2. For case C5, jet 2 hardly
penetrates jet 1 despite its upward inclination. When the jets meet, jet 2 is somewhat straightened out
and is, in essence, entrained by jet 1.

For the steady cases of group A and B, the primary air stream is more or less flattened as it is
constricted by the secondary air jets, which can be seen from the contour plots in Figure 8, and the
mixing is poor as hinted by the values in Table 2. For the steady cases A1-2 and B1-2, the dilution of
primary air is slightly increased with increasing x-momentum flux ratio. The oscillations in cases A3
and B3 give a significant increase in the mixing as illustrated in Figure 8 and confirmed by the S value
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Sec. air streamlines for case: (a) A1; (b) A2; (c) A3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Sec. air streamlines for case: (a) C1; (b) C3; (c) C5.
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Figure 8: Contour plots of primary air mass fraction at outlet for selected simulation cases (transient
average is shown for the cases with oscillating flow).

in Table 2. In these cases, the secondary air jets are entrained by each other and the flow encircles the
primary air jet. Consequently, primary air from the lateral edges of the jet is entrained periodically
upwards and downwards, resulting in the profiles seen in the time averaged plots. For all cases in group
C, a similar entrainment behaviour is predicted where a swirling flow is established above the primary air
jet, similar to a wake. This is indicated in Figure 8, where the profiles show a concentration of primary air
above the lateral edges of the primary air stream. However, for C5, jet 1 is strongly dominant implying
that the primary air hardly spreads over the uppermost part of the cross-section. All observations of
cases C in Figure 8 are confirmed by the S values in Table 2.

4.2 Preliminary combustion model

Combustion simulations are carried out for the inlet boundary conditions of case C5, see Table 2. It
should be pointed out that this case is an extreme and cannot be seen as a representative for the other
cases. Focus is here set on the flow field and how it is affected by the combustion while discussion of
temperature and species concentration fields etc. are left for future studies.

The predicted flow field is similar to the pure airflow; the propagation of the secondary air jets
are somewhat distorted by the flame, but not affected to any larger extent, see Figure 9. The most
noticeable effect of the incorporation of combustion on the velocity field is the volumetric expansion
and appertaining velocity increase of the gas due to the heat release. After the flame ignites shortly
downstream of the burner, the gas begins to expand with a subsequent increase in velocity. However,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Vector field projected on diametrical x-y plane: (a) pure airflow; (b) combustion.

this expansion has no drastic effect on the secondary air jets, whose directions remain similar to the
corresponding pure airflow case, see Figure 9(a)-(b). The increase in velocity due to the combustion
takes place mainly below the dominating upper jet, and the low-velocity region in the lower part of the
kiln decreases compared to the pure airflow. Naturally, the volumetric expansion is largest in and around
the flame zone where the increase in temperature is largest; however, all gas inside the kiln is heated by
the flame and a general velocity increase is thus seen over the whole cross-section.

Outside the flame zone, in the regions farther sideways towards the periphery, the distortion of the
flow field due to the combustion is even less and the main difference compared to the pure air flow is that
the overall velocity increases farther downstream. This can be seen in Figure 10, which shows velocity
vectors projected on an x-y plane displaced 2 m from the centerline in the z-direction. As the flame zone
is constricted by the secondary air jets, it expands laterally rather than vertically, which is indicated by
the velocity field on the diametrical x-z plane in Figure 11 compared to Figure 9 and 10.

Also, similar to what was described for the corresponding pure air flow case, as the upward secondary
air jet meets the flame zone it encircles the flame creating a swirling flow on the upper side, see Figure
12. Both with and without combustion, there is a swirling flow in the lower part of the cross-section
that meets the swirling flow above the flame. Since the flame mainly expands laterally, the vortices are
displaced closer to the periphery compared to the pure air airflow. Also, there is a larger flow of gas
along the kiln wall, going from the upper vortices to below the flame zone.

5 Conclusion

A full-scale CFD model of pure airflow through the rotary kiln was evaluated, on which a parametric
study was carried out varying the inclination of and distribution between the secondary air channels.
The predicted kiln aerodynamics was strongly dependent on the ratio of momentum flux in the x- and
y-directions (axial and vertical) of the two secondary air jets. For ratios considerably larger or smaller
than unity, the flow was steady and the weaker jet was entrained by the dominating one, with a stronger
entrainment for ratios far from unity. However, for matched momentum flux the flow oscillated behind
the back plate like vortex shedding behind a bluff body. Preliminary results of PIV measurements
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Vector field projected on a x-y plane at z=2 m: (a) pure airflow; (b) combustion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Vector field projected on diametrical x-z plane: (a) pure airflow; (b) combustion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Vector field projected on a y-z plane at x=5 m: (a) pure airflow; (b) combustion.
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on a scale model having essentially the same geometry confirm this behaviour. Anyway the mixing is
considerably improved by the oscillation.

A preliminary combustion model is included by incorporating the pulverized coal using a Lagrangian
description with devolatilization and char oxidation along with gas-phase combustion of the released
volatiles. A main result is that the effect on the flow field from the combustion is small. This indicates
that the pure airflow model could be used to broadly investigate how the secondary air flow influences the
kiln aerodynamics and mixing of species. It also provides justification to the use of water scale models
in which the volumetric expansion of the flame cannot be accounted for. More advanced submodels for
turbulence and combustion will be implemented in future work.
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Abstract

Rotary kilns are used in a variety of industrial applications. The focus in this work is on characterizing
the non-reacting, iso-thermal flow field in a rotary kiln used for iron ore pelletization. A downscaled,
simplified model of the kiln is experimentally investigated using Particle Image Velocimetry. Five different
momentum flux ratios are investigated in order to evaluate its effect on the flow field in general and the
recirculation zone in particular. Time-averaged and phase-averaged analyses are reported, and it is found
that the flow field resembles that of two parallel merging jets, with the same characteristic flow zones. The
back plate separating the inlet ducts acts as a bluff body to the flow and creates a region of reversed flow behind
it. Due to the semi-circular cross-section of the jets, the wake is elongated along the walls. Conclusions
are that the flow field shows a dependence on momentum flux ratio of the jets; as the momentum flux ratio
approaches unity, there is an increasing presence of von Kármán-type coherent structures with a shedding
frequency of about 12 Hz. These large-scale structures enhance the mixing of the jets and also affect the size
of the recirculation zone. It is also shown that the inclination of the upper inlet duct leads to a decrease in
length of the recirculation zone in certain cases.

Keywords: rotary kiln; bluff body; PIV; non-parallel merging jets; vortex shedding; pipe; semi-circular; iron ore

1 Introduction

Rotary kilns are used to heat materials to high temperatures in various industrial processes. The iron ore
pelletizing kiln of interest in this work is distinguished from other minerals processing kilns as to its geometry
and operating conditions, motivating a systematic study of factors influencing the combustion behaviour. In
particular there is a relatively large mass flow of air driven through the kiln.

Combustion in minerals processing kilns can be considered rather unconventional, as it is usually not
possible to completely regulate all of the combustion air. Kiln burners are characterized by long diffusion
flames with only a small portion of the combustion air channeled through the mechanical confines of the burner
while the remaining combustion air is induced through the kiln hood; these air streams are termed primary
and secondary air, respectively. Generally the combustion is largely controlled by turbulent diffusion mixing
between the secondary air streams and the confined burner jet.

The early work of Thring and Newby [30] laid ground for a theory of axi-symmetric enclosed turbulent
jets. Starting from Reynolds equations for an enclosed jet, a similarity parameter was derived by Curtet [7]
to describe the jet mixing, and Becker et al. [2] further developed his work. Hill [13] used theory on free jets
to predict the velocity field of confined jets. By using isothermal water and air models of a rotary cement
kiln, Moles et al. [23] studied the effect of the ratio of primary to secondary flow velocity on the external
recirculation. They evaluated the similarity parameters of Thring and Newby [30], Curtet [7] and Becker et al.
[2], in favor of the two latter. The work of Moles et al. [23] indicated that the secondary airflow pattern is
affected by the kiln hood design and the cooler operation, and they concluded that a correctly scaled model of
the particular system is needed for accurate results.

Modifications of the kiln hood or cooler are expensive compared to burner modifications and therefore the
most common approach is to use primary measures to improve the mixing and combustion, hence the focus in
literature is mainly on kiln burner characterization, for example the CEMFLAME programmes conducted by
the IFRF [31]. To the authors’ knowledge, apart from Granström et al. [12] and Larsson et al. [18], there is
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no attempt in the literature to study the aerodynamic aspects of rotary kilns of the same type as the one of
interest here, justifying a systematical study of the influence of secondary airflow patterns. The secondary air
ducts differentiates the design of this iron ore pelletizing kiln from typical lime or cement kilns, in which the
secondary air usually enters through a single kiln hood or radial cooler inlets. Hence new knowledge is required
to decide if the secondary airflow can have a significant effect on the jet flow and mixing.

Magnetite pelletizing plants usually require a larger amount of secondary air compared to other minerals
processing industries, since a sufficient amount of oxygen is needed in the flue gases for oxidation of the pellets
in the last stages of the grate [5]. One implication of this is that it is more difficult to adjust the process so
that a recirculatory jet is formed that stabilizes the flame. Instead, the recirculation of hot gases relies on the
recirculation zone formed behind the back plate between the secondary air ducts. Due to the design of the
secondary air ducts, the flow in the kiln resembles the confined bluff body flow over a rectangular cylinder as
well as the merging of two parallel jets under confinement. This flow field can be divided into three regions,
starting from the dividing wall, as: the converging, merging and combined region according to Lai and Nasr
[16] who studied the merging flow of two unconfined parallel jets. Anderson et al. [1] and Bunderson and
Smith [4] investigated the near field region between plane parallel jets at high Reynolds numbers and both
authors observed a periodic flapping of the jets. Wang and Tan [33] carried out an experimental study on the
interaction between two parallel jets at Re = 104; one of them free and the other one being a wall jet. They
noted that while the outer shear layers of unbounded jets are freely developing, for confined jets these will
instead be wall boundary layers.

Both Djeridi et al. [9] and Perrin et al. [26] studied the flow past a confined circular cylinder with high
blockage ratio (D/H = 0.208) at Re = 1.4 · 105 using Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV), and 3D PIV, respectively. Both report a Strouhal number of 0.21 for the vortex structure
in the cylinder wake. With visualization, Popiel and Turner [27] studied the flow behind a large rectangular
plate in a rectangular channel, observing a flag-like motion of the flow downstream the wake for Re > 8000.
Similarly, Wang and Tan [34] used PIV to visualize the flow around circular and square cylinders placed close
to a wall, observing periodic vortex shedding for both configurations. Among other things these studies tells us
that regardless of parallel jets being formed by flow past a confined bluff body or emerging from openings, their
interaction can have a significant influence on the flow field, in the near field as well as farther downstream.

Larsson et al. [18] studied a similar set-up as described in the current paper, where numerical simulations
were validated with PIV experiments. Since the simulations were performed in steady state the validation
work mainly focused on the time-averaged results. This present study extends the work by Larsson et al. [18]
by introducing an inclination of the upper secondary air duct to better model the real kiln geometry. The
experimental investigation is also considerably extended to improve the resolution of the flow field in space and
time and to better explore uncertainties.

2 Method

A relatively simple downscaled model of the kiln with the main features was built in PMMA to enable exper-
iments with PIV. The kiln is modeled as a fixed horizontal cylinder of constant cross-section (D = 100 mm)
without the pellet bed, while the actual kiln is rotating and inclined with respect to the ground and has a
minor diameter expansion. The burner is excluded since only the non-reacting field is of interest in the present
investigation. A schematic figure of the experimental setup, including a detailed drawing of the geometry of
the test section can be seen in Fig. 1.

The cross-sections of the kiln inlet ducts are approximated as being close to semi-circular. The top inlet
duct has a 15◦ inclined section with a length of 2.4 hydraulic diameters, DH , that ends in the kiln, while the
bottom inlet duct is parallel to the kiln. The present model is a development from the one studied in Larsson
et al. [18], in which both ducts were parallel.

In the following sections, normalization is carried out for reported distances, velocities and Reynolds stresses
using the inner diameter of the kiln, D, the bulk velocity Ub of the kiln and its square U2

b , respectively. To
achieve a fully developed flow profile before entering the kiln, the length of the inlet ducts in the model are 4.0
m, or 95DH . Doherty et al. [10] carried out hot wire velocity profile measurements in a pipe at Re = 1 · 105

and 2 · 105, concluding that fully developed velocity and higher order statistics were obtained at 50DH and
80DH , respectively. Dean and Bradshaw [8] obtained fully developed flow in a rectangular duct after 93.6DH for
Re = 1 ·105, based on the height of the duct. Using pitot tubes to measure streamwise velocity in turbulent flow
in a duct of rectangular cross-section, Monty [25] concluded that the mean velocity field was fully developed
after 70.5DH. An experimental study of turbulent flow in a semi-circular duct with a length of 78DH was
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Figure 1: Schematic picture of the experimental setup with geometry.

carried out by Berbish et al. [3] at Reynolds numbers in the range 8242 - 57794. Since the study was focused
on heat transfer and pressure drop, the authors did not investigate the development of the velocity field, but
indicated that the flow was fully thermally developed. Generally, studies of semi-circular ducts in the literature
have mainly been focused on laminar flow in heat transfer applications; see for example Lei and Trupp [20]
or Etemad [11]. To the authors’ knowledge results reporting fully developed velocity profiles have not been
presented for turbulent flow through semi-circular ducts. All results in Larsson et al. [17] indicate however that
the flow is fully developed for the set-up used in this study.

The chosen fluid for the physical model is water, allowing the smaller scale of the model kiln. The flow
through each duct is controlled by manual valves and monitored with magnetic flow meters (Krohne Optiflux
DN50) to an accuracy of 0.1%. The temperature of the water in the set-up is controlled to 23 ± 0.4◦C using
a cooling system in the tank. The turbulence intensity in the end of the inlet ducts, just upstream the kiln
entrance, is approximately 6%. To quantify the distribution of mass flow between the ducts, the momentum
flux is defined as

Jtot =
∫∫

Aduct

ρU2
duct dA, (1)

where Aduct is the cross-sectional area of the semi-circular ducts, ρ is the fluid density and Uduct is the axial
velocity. The total and axial momentum flux ratios are approximated as

J1,tot

J2,tot

≈

(
ṁ1

ṁ2

)2

, (2a)

J1,x

J2,x

≈

(
ṁ1 · cosα

ṁ2

)2

, (2b)

where α is the inclination angle of the upper duct and ṁ1 and ṁ2 are the mass flows through the upper
and lower duct, respectively. To facilitate the comparison between different cases, the ratios Rtot and Rx are
defined as

Rtot =
max

(
Jtot,1, Jtot,2

)
min

(
Jtot,1, Jtot,2

) , (3a)

Rx =
max

(
Jx,1, Jx,2

)
min

(
Jx,1, Jx,2

) , (3b)

hence Rtot ≥ 1 and Rx ≥ 1 and decreasing ratio corresponds to approaching matched momentum flux.
Hereafter in the text, momentum flux ratio refers to the total momentum flux ratio Rtot.
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The Reynolds number in the real full-size kiln is approximately 3.2 · 105, based on its diameter. In the
experiments Reynolds numbers of 8 · 104 and 1 · 105 are used, which correspond to a total mass flow of 6.43
kg/s and 7.9 kg/s, respectively. Five cases of different momentum flux ratios are evaluated in order to detect
how the ratio affects the flow field in general and the recirculation zone in particular. The lower Reynolds
number is used for the largest momentum flux ratios due to limitations of the pump used in the experiments.
This is not an issue since, within this range of Reynolds numbers, the flow is Re independent with regard to
the features studied; see Larsson et al. [18].

The PIV-system used is a commercially available system from LaVision GmbH. It consists of a Litron
Nano L PIV laser, i.e. a double pulsed Nd:YAG with a maximum repetition rate of 100 Hz, and a LaVision
FlowMaster Imager Pro CCD-camera with a spatial resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels per frame. The laser is
mounted on a traverse so that the laser sheet and camera can be repositioned up to 500 mm in the x-, y- and
z-directions. The tracer particles used are hollow glass spheres with a mean diameter of 9-13 μm from LaVision
GmbH.

PIV measurements are performed with a frequency of 80 Hz during 7.5 seconds, corresponding to a total of
600 image pairs for each recorded set. Due to reflections in the model walls, the raw images were cropped at
some distance from the walls to isolate useful data for the PIV processing. Raffel et al. [28] recommend that
particles should move 1/4 of the interrogation window; larger displacements result in too large loss in matching
of particle patterns or images. For each momentum flux ratio, the time interval between the laser pulses
was adjusted aiming for an optimum displacement in the streamwise velocity direction; for the interrogation
window of 32 x 32, this corresponds to 8 pixels. This generally corresponded to a mean displacement of around
3 pixels over the image. For the largest momentum flux ratio in particular, a method of making multiple
PIV recordings using different time intervals was evaluated. Each image pair was clipped to low and high
velocity regions that were post-processed individually in order to increase the accuracy of the cross-correlation.
However, this method only marginally affected the results in terms of mean particle displacement, hence the
use of a single time interval for each momentum flux ratio was considered acceptable.

Measurements are carried out at five positions in the streamwise direction; the position farthest upstream
covers the section of the ducts where they connect to the kiln. To consider laser sheet attenuation in the image
periphery, subsequent positions are set to give a 36 mm overlap of the images. At each streamwise position,
measurements are performed in three xy-planes at z/D = ±0.25, and z/D = 0. For one momentum flux ratio
at a time, the order in which the 15 positions are measured is randomized. In addition to the measurements
in the vertical plane, measurements were performed in the xz-plane through the kiln centerline to complement
the description of the flow field.

In the processing of the PIV measurements, particle intensity normalization was applied to the cropped raw
image as a first step. This is done using a min/max filter, resulting in more homogeneous particle intensities
to also allow small particles to contribute to the correlation. The filter is useful when particle images have
high intensity fluctuations due to inhomogeneous particle diameter. Only the particle intensity is manipulated,
not the particle position. After that a multi-pass scheme with decreasing window size and window offset was
used to calculate the displacement of the particles. The interrogation window size was 64 x 64 pixels (one
pass) decreasing to 32 x 32 pixels (two passes), both with an overlap of 50%. The correlation used was the
standard cyclic FFT-algorithm, which performs fast and very well when using the multi-pass approach with
iteratively smaller interrogation window sizes and adapted window shifts [19]. Vector post-processing was done
after the correlation by applying a median filter to reject spurious vectors, and finally the vector statistics were
extracted.

The overall measurement accuracy in PIV is a combination of a variety of aspects extending from the
recording process all the way to the methods of evaluation [28]. A cornerstone in all experimental design
is to randomize the experimental procedure. By proper randomization, the effects of the uncertainties are
averaged out [24]. The measurement uncertainties consist of those due to biased errors and precision errors (or
measurement errors) [6]. The seeding particles should be small enough to follow the fluid flow well and should
also scatter the laser light effectively. Based on the typical frequency of the periodic flow that is observed in
the present study, the particle Stokes number is 2.5 · 10−5, indicating that they should respond fully to the
large scale fluid oscillations. Also, the very small ratio of solid-phase volume to liquid phase volume suggests
a negligible influence of the particles on the flow.

In order to determine the velocity, the particle pattern displacement (Δspixel) between two images must
be computed. Together with the time (Δt) between the exposures, a two-dimensional velocity field can be
calculated by
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V =
Δs

Δt
=

Δspixel

S · Δt
, (4)

where S is the scaling factor that relates the pixel dimensions to physical distance. The particle pattern
displacement should not be too large, as outlined earlier in this section, hence the time between exposures
and the thickness of the laser sheet needs to be optimized in order to maximize the displacement (within the
recommended range) and minimize the particle loss out of the laser sheet. Sources of errors that affect the
measurement accuracy include refraction through the model walls, calibration, camera repositioning accuracy
and characteristics of the optical components. Finally, the cross-correlation and other computed functions used
in the post-processing are further sources of error [14].

For a similar LaVision PIV system, McEligot et al. [22] considered a random uncertainty in pixel shift of
0.3 pixels being a reasonable assumption, and this value has been assumed for the system of the present study.
For calibration of the scaling factor S, it is estimated that the kiln diameter can be read from the camera
image to within ± 2 pixels and that the tolerance of the model diameter is ± 0.5 mm; both are considered as
bias uncertainties. Taylor [29] provides a rule for estimating the propagation of individual uncertainties from
quantities that are divided, yielding a bias uncertainty in the scaling factor of 0.55%.

The fractional uncertainty in both the laser pulse timing and pixel shift are considered to be random.
Further, the timing jitter in the laser pulses is less than 0.5 ns [21]. As the typical pulse separation in
the present measurements is 400 μs, the estimated uncertainty in the time interval is ≤ 0.00025%, which is
considered negligible. Hence, the random uncertainty in instantaneous velocity measurements can be estimated
as that of the pixel displacement.

For the typical time interval between laser pulses of 400 μs and characteristic velocities of the mean jet Ujet

= 2 m/s and the reversed flow along the kiln axis Urev = 0.3 m/s, the particle pattern displacements are 0.8
mm and 0.12 mm with corresponding pixel shifts of 7.2 and 1.1, respectively. With a random uncertainty in
pixel shift of 0.3, the corresponding random uncertainties in instantaneous velocity are 4.2% and 27.8%. So,
in an instantaneous measurement the random uncertainty in pixel shift dominates over the bias uncertainty in
the scaling factor. Increasing the number of measurements and taking the time-average reduces the random
uncertainty of the pixel shift, while the bias uncertainty of S remains at 0.55%.

The typical frequency of the vortex shedding in the present study is about 12 Hz while recordings are made at
a frequency of 80 Hz, so between 6 and 7 samples are taken within each period of oscillation. Consequently, the
samplings are not independent and therefore it is not possible to predict the reduction in random uncertainty
when increasing the number of samples. Instead a sampling study is carried out in a low velocity region
(0.4 < x/D < 0.7, −0.1 < y/D < 0.15) and a high velocity region (0.2 < x/D < 0.4, −0.4 < y/D < −0.2).
The convergence of the time-averaged velocity components is evaluated by calculating a set of averaged velocity
fields using 2, 3, 4, ..., 712 samples. For each succeeding pair of averaged fields, the maximum difference among
all interrogation windows is calculated and this value is then used as a measure of the convergence. The analysis
show that 600 samples decrease the random uncertainties for both velocity components to below 0.003Ujet in
the high velocity segment and below 0.02Urev for the low velocity segment. Based on this, 600 samples are
used for the present study. Hence, the random uncertainties are likely to dominate over the bias uncertainty
in the scaling factor.

As an alternative method to evaluate the random uncertainty, three replicate measurements for matched
momentum flux were carried out. Following Coleman and Steele [6], a repeatability test was performed yielding
a maximum precision error of 5% for both velocity components. Using this more conservative value the total
estimated uncertainty (bias and random combined) for the mean velocity components is about 5% for both
velocity components.

3 Results and Discussion

All cases studied share the same basic characteristics, which resemble that of merging parallel jets as described
in the introduction. After the jets have emerged from the inlet ducts they converge over a distance of the same
order of magnitude as the kiln diameter - the converging region. The back plate separating the inlet ducts acts
as a bluff body and creates a region of reversed flow behind it, characterized by a pair of vortices that each
entrain fluid from its adjacent jet. These vortices resemble elliptical cylinders with semimajor and semiminor
axes parallel with the x- and y-axis, respectively, as roughly illustrated in Fig. 2. At the downstream end of
this wake the inner shear layers of the jets merge and the mean axial velocity is zero, defining the merging point
at axial position xmp, see Fig. 3. Downstream the merging point, in the merging region, there is momentum
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exchange between the jets that persists up to the combined point xcp, where the saddle shape of the mean
axial velocity profile vanishes. After the combined point the mean velocity profile develops as a single jet in
the combined region.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 −0.5

0

0.5

z/D
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D

Figure 2: Illustration of the flow in the recirculation zone; the region of dark blue indicates reversed flow.
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Figure 3: Mean flow features, shown here for the largest momentum flux ratio with dominant upper jet.
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Table 1: Mass flows and momentum flux ratios

ṁ1 [kg/s] ṁ2 [kg/s] Rtot Rx

Present study (inclined) 1.93 4.51 5.44 5.83
3.16 4.75 2.26 2.42
3.97 3.96 1.00 1.07
4.75 3.15 2.27 2.12
4.50 1.93 5.44 5.07

Larsson et al. [18] (parallel) 1.18 2.77 5.47 5.47
3.15 4.75 2.28 2.28
3.95 3.95 1.00 1.00
4.73 3.14 2.27 2.27
2.77 1.18 5.47 5.47

Table 2: Fraction of total fluctuating energy in first two POD modes

Rtot 5.44a 5.44b 2.27a 2.26b 1.00

Energy fraction [%] 18 21 31 27 59

a Dominant upper jet
b Dominant lower jet

Although the propagation of the jets and the shape of the vortex pair are very distinct in the mean field, their
dynamics are more complex and the flow needs to be examined both for time-averaged and phase-averaged
characteristics. In the following subsections, the influence of the momentum flux ratio of the two jets is
determined and the measurements show a clear dependence of the ratio on both the mean and instantaneous
flow field. As the momentum flux ratio approaches unity, there is an increasing presence of von Kármán-type
coherent structures, originating in the inner shear layers of the jets, which are convected downstream.

The momentum flux ratios for the present case with one inclined duct and for the case studied in Larsson
et al. [18], with two parallel ducts, are calculated using Eqs. 3a and 3b and presented in Table 1. For the cases
of non-matched momentum flux, the axial momentum flux ratios can be seen to approach unity by 6-8% due
to the inclination. This is valid provided that the jet follows the bend of the duct perfectly, so this difference
is considered the maximum possible.

In order to identify dominant features and large-scale structures in the flow, a proper orthogonal decom-
position (POD) analysis was performed using a built-in function in the post-processing software included in
the PIV system. POD is a method capable of distinguishing coherent structures and statistically significant
events from incoherent structures in turbulent flows. The POD decomposition results in modes that are sorted
according to decreasing POD eigenvalue, showing the most energy containing structures of the flow. These
are mainly large scale structures, not necessarily coherent, and the modes can be used to describe the most
dominant behaviour of the flow (Kostas et al. [15], van Oudheusden et al. [32]). In the case of matched mo-
mentum flux, the first two POD modes clearly show vortex shedding originating in the inner shear layers and
these vortical structures being convected downstream; see Fig. 4. This pair of modes contain nearly 60% of
the total fluctuating energy in the flow and represents the orthogonal components of the harmonics of the
vortex-shedding process as described in Kostas et al. [15]. The vortex shedding remains the dominant motion
for increased momentum flux ratio, but the fraction of the total energy decreases significantly to about 20% for
the maximum ratio, see Table 2. The energy spectrum emphasizes the significance of this large-scale motion
and justifies the focus on the vortex shedding process later on.

3.1 Time-averaged flow characteristics

To start with it is of interest to examine the extent of flow symmetry about the xy-plane at z/D = 0. Hence,
mean axial velocity profiles along vertical lines at x/D = 0.6, z/D = ±0.25 are compared and it is found that
the flow is symmetric within 4% with regard to the maximum axial velocity, in agreement with Larsson et al.
[18].
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Figure 4: First two POD eigenmodes for matched momentum flux at z/D = 0.

Table 3: Extension of the recirculation zone (xmp/D)

Rtot 5.44a 5.44b 2.27a 2.26b 1.00

Present study (inclined) 0.85 0.83 0.8 0.91 0.61
Larsson et al. [18] (parallel) 0.93 n/a 0.93 0.92 0.6

a Dominant upper jet
b Dominant lower jet

By studying the development of the mean axial velocity profile at z/D = 0 throughout the measurement
length, it can be concluded that the introduction of the vertical component of momentum flux in the upper
jet, due to the inclination of the duct, appears not to affect the jet interplay significantly; see Fig. 5 for a
comparison. Hereafter in the figures, the non-matched momentum flux cases are differentiated by denoting the
case with upper dominant jet ud, and the case with lower dominant jet ld. The velocity profiles coincide quite
well, indicating that the inclination and hence the decrease in axial momentum flux ratio has a minor effect on
the main features. The obvious deviations in the profiles can be attributed to more scatter in the measurements
on parallel ducts. In this context it must be emphasized that the actual inclination of the upper jet near the
inlet, as estimated from the PIV velocity field, is about 3-4◦ from the kiln axis, which differs significantly from
the actual 15◦ inclination of the duct.

Another result is that there is no indication of recirculation along the top wall above the upper jet for
the cases studied, given the uncertainty that the mask excludes a region about 0.03D below the top wall as
measurements right on to the wall are not possible. Hence, if there is recirculating flow, it is confined in
this thin region. However, there is an increased amount of vorticity in the near-wall region in the upper part
compared to the lower part of the kiln, see Fig. 6. This might be the result of recirculation near the kiln inlet,
convecting downstream.

Examining the cases with largest momentum flux ratio show that the flow field characteristics for a dominant
upper jet are similar to those for a dominant lower jet, with the rate of entrainment basically controlled by the
curving of the weaker jet. In both cases, the dominant jet resembles a wall jet with a wall boundary layer that
is developing downstream, while the weaker jet experiences more curvature and has a larger pertaining vortex,
see the streamlines of Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b). In the mean field, the recirculating vortex of the weaker jet stays
somewhat upstream the other one. An inclination of the weaker or the dominant jet appears to have the same
increasing effect on the entrainment, which is confirmed by the distances to the merging points, see Table 3.

The flow is also similar when decreasing the momentum flux ratio, though the entrainment of the weaker
jet is not as strong and the dominant jet is curved somewhat more towards the weaker jet and away from the
wall; see the streamlines in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d). Compared to the case of dominant upper jet, the vortices
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Figure 5: Impact of the inclination of the upper duct on the mean axial velocity profile at z/D = 0, ∗ Present
study, ◦ Larsson et al. [18].

appear more symmetric and the distance to the merging point is larger when the lower jet is dominant, see
Table 3. Notice that the effect of the inclination does not follow the same trend as for the maximum momentum
flux ratio. As the flow becomes more characterized by a mutual entrainment of the jets as the momentum flux
ratio is decreased, it appears that the entrainment is only promoted by an inclination of the dominant jet as
this has the higher momentum flux. No noticeable effect on the recirculation length can be detected from the
inclination of the weaker jet, see Table 3.

The mean flow field of the matched momentum flux case shows a vortex pair that is symmetric about the
xz-plane and a strong curvature of the jets, see Fig. 6(e). The shortest recirculation zone among all cases is
measured, as found for parallel ducts, and no noticeable change in recirculation zone length can be seen due
to the inclination. This suggests that the entrainment for matched momentum flux is largely controlled by the
large-scale periodical flow, rather than a predominant entrainment of one of the jets into the other.

For x > xmp there is no reversed flow and the saddle shape of the mean axial velocity profile continues to
decrease until it eventually vanishes at xcp, see Fig. 5. For all ratios except the matched momentum flux case,
the jet flow is in the combined region at x/D = 3.04, with the cases of largest momentum flux ratio having
the farthest upstream combined point. Despite having the smallest measured value of xmp, the flow in the case
of matched momentum flux has not reached the combined point at x/D = 3.04. The mean velocity profile
appears nearly developed, though the saddle shape can still be recognised and hence the combined point has
not been reached. This feature will be discussed in the subsequent section on phase-averaged flow.

The mean flow field in the horizontal xz-plane at y/D = 0 can be seen in Fig. 7. Two regions can be
distinguished: the recirculation zone to the left and the merging region to the right, separated by a region
of converging streamlines. A direct comparison of the different cases is obstructed due to the merging points
not lying in this xz-plane except for the matched momentum flux case, see Fig. 6. Inspecting the flow field at
y/D ≈ 0 in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) suggests that the planes in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) cut through the wake closer to
the lower vortex rather than in the middle between the two. However, the extension of the recirculation zone
over the width of the kiln is clearly visible from the converging streamlines.
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Figure 6: Contours of mean vorticity magnitude for different momentum flux ratios at z/D = 0. Velocity
streamlines are added to highlight the flow patterns.
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Figure 7: Time-averaged velocity contours with streamlines in the horizontal xz-plane at y/D = 0.
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The observation that the recirculation zone is considerably shorter for matched momentum flux compared to
the other cases is also supported by these figures. The recirculation zone in the case with the largest momentum
flux ratio appears to be more symmetric about the xy-plane at z/D = 0 than the other two. An explanation
could be that there is some unknown three-dimensional motion in the wake, and that more samples are needed
to average this out for the other cases. The effect of the semi-circular cross-section of the jets emerging from
the inlet ducts is reflected in the velocity field with clearly lower velocities along the sidewalls. This suggests
that the wake is extended further downstream along the walls compared to the central part.

3.2 Phase-averaged flow characteristics

As seen from the time-averaged images, the recirculation zones in all cases are characterized by two vortices
forming as the jet flow is separated at the edge of the back plate. In all cases the phase-averaged flow shows
that the motion of the vortices is coherent and that they convect downstream the wake. However, the vortex
dynamics show a dependence on the momentum flux ratio of the two jets. This is in line with the findings of
Bunderson and Smith [4], though they did not specifically focus on the dynamics in the wake, as is attempted
in this work.

From the measurements of the largest momentum flux ratio with dominant upper jet, it is shown that
the roll-up and subsequent shedding is predominantly occurring in the inner shear layer of the dominant jet.
Over the shedding period the weaker jet is more strongly curved towards the wake, hence it seems that its
pertaining vortex is more anchored in the wake and does not shed as easily. Figure 8 shows the phase-averaged
measurements of dominant upper jet with the largest momentum flux ratio at 8 phases throughout the period.

The same behaviour is seen for decreasing momentum flux ratio, although the amplitude of the vortex
shedding as it convects downstream increases compared to the largest momentum flux ratio, see Fig. 9. As for
the largest momentum flux ratio, the shedding predominantly occurs in the inner shear layer of the dominant
jet, however shedding of the vortex pertaining to the weaker jet is also evident. It appears that only part
of the vortex pertaining to the weaker jet is shedded, hence the downstream trace is less distinct. A further
explanation of the difference in amplitude could be a higher momentum exchange between vortex and jet when
the momentum flux ratio is increased due to the larger velocity gradient, so that the vortex is damped faster.
The same behaviour can also be seen when the lower jet is dominant and these plots are therefore excluded.

When the momentum fluxes are matched, von Kármán-type vortices are alternately shedded from the upper
and lower inner shear layers forming an anti-symmetric pattern, see Fig. 10. The result is a large scale flapping
motion of the jets that persists far downstream the wake with significantly less damping than for the other
ratios. Figure 11 shows a single-sided FFT amplitude spectrum of the fluctuations of the V -velocity component
for all cases at a point inside the recirculation zone (x/D = 0.6, y/D = 0). The trend of increasing strength of
the large scale oscillations as the momentum flux ratio approaches unity is in agreement with what can be seen
from the phase-averaged velocity field. Interestingly, the frequency of all cases show quite similar dominant
frequencies, although the cases with the largest momentum flux ratio show less distinct frequency peaks and
also lower amplitude as indicated by the streamlines seen in Fig. 8.

Recall from Fig. 10 that for the matched momentum flux case, two vortices of similar size were shedded with
equal frequency though shifted half a period. This implies that the frequency at which any vortex is shedded
is twice that of the identified dominant frequency seen in Fig. 11. For increasing momentum flux ratio the
extent of the shedding of the vortex pertaining to the weaker jet can be seen to gradually decrease, essentially
diminishing for the largest ratio. This can further explain the significant difference in the jet propagation when
the momentum fluxes are matched compared to other ratios.

Some similarity to the results presented here can be seen in Wang and Tan [34]; as the velocity profile
across their square cylinder became more symmetric, the recirculation length in the mean image was decreased
as the inner shear layers began to penetrate each other and forming von Kármán-like vortices. For appreciably
asymmetric flow past the cylinder, the vortex shedding was completely suppressed.

The periodic flow causes a strong entrainment, explaining the short distance to the merging point in the
mean field for matched momentum flux. The opposite trend for the location of the combined point with
change in momentum flux ratio, as mentioned for the time-averaged flow, can be explained by the time-
resolved measurements. As the strong coherent structures in the case with matched momentum fluxes persist
over a larger distance without significant damping, their effect on the mean flow field also extends farther
downstream. This is believed to be the explanation of the saddle-shaped velocity profile persisting as far
downstream as x/D = 3.04, despite that the strong jet interaction might suggest a more efficient momentum
exchange and hence more rapid combining. Though the flapping motion is strong, it is still coherent and this
evidently tracks far downstream.
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Figure 8: Phase-averaged vorticity contours with velocity streamlines at z/D = 0 for Rtot = 5.44, ud. Each
picture is a mean of 12-14 frames corresponding to the correct phase ±5◦.
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Figure 9: Phase-averaged vorticity contours with velocity streamlines at z/D = 0 for Rtot = 2.27, ud. Each
picture is a mean of 12-14 frames corresponding to the correct phase ±5◦.
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Figure 10: Phase-averaged vorticity contours with velocity streamlines at z/D = 0 for Rtot = 1. Each picture
is a mean of 12-14 frames corresponding to the correct phase ±5◦.
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The strong flapping motion leads to improved mixing between the jets. The maximum streamwise velocity
can be used as a mixing measure, since it will be smaller for jets that are better mixed than for those that
are poorly mixed [4]. In Fig. 5 it is clearly seen that the lowest maximum streamwise velocity can be found
in the matched momentum flux case. Jets that are well mixed also have a smaller mean velocity gradient and,
therefore, smaller Reynolds stresses, since the Reynolds stress is generally proportional to the gradient in the
mean velocity profile [4]. Figure 12 shows contour plots of Reynolds shear stress τxy for the different cases at
the farthest downstream measuring position. The magnitude of the Reynolds shear stress is found to decrease
and its decay rate is found to increase with decreasing momentum flux ratio. This indicates enhanced mixing
of the jets for decreasing momentum flux ratio, particularly when approaching unity.

4 Conclusions

The non-reacting, isothermal flow field in a downscaled, simplified model of a rotary kiln was experimentally in-
vestigated with PIV. Five different momentum flux ratios were evaluated in order to detect how the distribution
affected the flow field in general and the recirculation zone in particular.

It is found that the flow field resembles that of two parallel merging jets, with the same characteristic
flow zones. The back plate separating the inlet ducts acts as a bluff body to the flow and creates a region of
reversed flow behind it, characterized by a pair of vortices that each entrain fluid from the adjacent jet. Due
to the semi-circular cross-section of the jets, the wake is elongated along the walls compared to the central
part. Although the propagation of the jets and the shape of the vortex pair are very distinct in the mean field,
their dynamics are more complex and hence the flow was examined both for time-averaged and phase-averaged
characteristics.

The time-averaged results show that the flow field is symmetric about the xy-plane at z/D = 0 and that
the introduction of a vertical component of momentum flux in the upper jet, due to the inclination of the duct,
shortens the length of the recirculation zone for some of the non-unity momentum flux ratios although the
actual inclination of the upper jet near the inlet, estimated from the PIV velocity field to about 3-4◦ from the
kiln axis, differs from the duct’s inclination of 15◦. It is likely that two mechanisms contribute to the shortening
of the wake; an increased jet entrainment or an increased jet penetration. No recirculation zone can be seen
along the top wall above the upper jet; this is probably since the velocity field cannot be measured right on
to the wall. Nevertheless, an increased amount of vorticity can be seen in the upper part of the kiln and this
might be the result of the inclination of the upper jet.

The characteristics of the cases with momentum flux ratios above unity are very similar; the dominant jet
resembles a wall jet with a wall boundary layer that is developing downstream, while the weaker jet has more
curvature and a larger pertaining vortex. In the mean field, the recirculating vortex of the weaker jet stays
somewhat upstream the other one. The mean flow field of the matched momentum flux case shows a strong
curvature of the jets and a vortex pair that is symmetric about the xz-plane at y/D = 0; this case has the
shortest recirculation zone but also the farthest downstream combined point. This is attributed to the strong
oscillations of the flow field occurring for matched jet momentum fluxes, causing the jets to merge over a shorter
distance but also affecting the mean flow field further downstream as the coherent structures are not easily
damped.

The extent of the recirculation zone differs significantly depending on jet momentum flux ratio, motivating
an analysis of the phase-averaged flow characteristics to gain more insight into the jet interaction. As the
momentum flux ratio approaches unity, there is an increasing presence of von Kármán-type coherent structures,
which have a dominant frequency of about 12 Hz for all ratios. The phase-averaged measurements of the cases
with the largest ratio suggest that the roll-up and subsequent shedding is predominately occurring in the inner
shear layer of the dominant jet. Over the period of oscillation the weaker jet is more strongly curved towards
the wake, hence it seems that its pertaining vortex is more anchored in the wake and does not shed as easily.
The same behaviour is seen when decreasing the momentum flux ratio, although the amplitude of the shedding
vortex as it convects downstream is larger in this case. For the matched momentum flux case, von Kármán-type
vortices are alternatingly shedded at the same frequency from the upper and lower inner shear layers forming
an anti-symmetric pattern. The result is a large scale flapping motion of the jets that persists far downstream
the wake with significantly less damping than the other momentum flux ratios.

It is shown that the mixing of the secondary air jets is enhanced by the oscillations arising for matched
jet momentum flux. The size of the recirculation zone is also affected by this parameter in combination with
the inclination of the jet emerging from the upper inlet duct, which decreases the extent of the recirculation
zone for some ratios. A suitable and important future work is therefore to investigate how the entrainment of
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Figure 12: Contour plots of Reynolds shear stress τxy at z/D = 0.
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the secondary air into the primary fuel jet is affected by these large-scale coherent structures as well as the
inclination of the incoming jets.
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Abstract

In an iron ore pelletizing plant, crude ore is upgraded to pellets to be used as feedstock in steel-
making plants. As part of a grate-kiln pelletizing plant, the rotary kiln is an indurating furnace in
which the pellets are sintered, involving complex flow of large amounts of gas. The focus in the present
work is to evaluate the predictive capability of unsteady RANS, with a second-moment closure for the
Reynolds stresses, for computing the isothermal flow in a full-scale model of the kiln. Predictions at
Re = 5 · 10

4 and 1 · 10
5 are carefully validated against available experimental data on a down-scaled

model. Though the geometry is relatively simple a rather complex flow arises, which is known to
occur for similar turbulent flows, e.g. parallel jets and flow past bluff bodies. It is concluded that the
non-stationary flow is characterized by a periodic shedding of vortices, which contributes significantly
to the turbulent transport in the wake formed between the inlet jets. This indicates the requirement of
unsteady computations to accurately represent the transport processes in the iron ore pelletizing kiln.
The predicted Strouhal number of the shedding cycle is the same as the experimentally observed and
reasonable predictions of both time- and phase-averaged fields are yielded for the present numerical
approach. Shear layer instabilities, which shift the coupling of the separated shear layers upstream
and enhances the turbulent transport, are predicted for Re = 1 · 10

5 but not for 5 · 10
4.

Keywords: rotary kiln, CFD, unsteady RANS, second-moment closure, vortex shedding, parallel jets, bluff body

1 Introduction

In the grate-kiln pelletizing process, the iron ore pellets are distributed on a travelling grate and trans-
ported through several zones for drying and pre-heating for example, and are then fed into a rotary
kiln for sintering. Finally, the pellets are loaded onto an annular cooler where energy is recovered by
pre-heating air, part of which is supplied through the kiln hood as secondary air. There are various
kiln hood designs, for example the secondary air can be supplied by two separate ducts or through the
annular cavity between the burner and the kiln walls by a single duct. Of interest in this work is the
former design, in which the ducts are separated by a wall (so called back plate) about one third of the kiln
diameter in height. A pulverized coal burner is mounted in the back plate for additional heat supply to
the sintering process by combustion and the ducts connect to the kiln through equal circular segments.
Though the ducts are not semi-circular in the proper sense of the word, the geometry is referred to as
semi-circular in this work.

Burners in iron ore pelletizing kilns are characterised by long diffusion flames and the combustion
is largely controlled by turbulent diffusion mixing between the secondary air and the confined burner
jet. In general it is only possible to control the air supplied through the mechanical confines of the
burner, i.e. the primary air, which usually only constitutes a small portion of the stoichiometric oxygen
requirements. The pattern of the remaining, secondary air is determined by the kiln hood geometry and
the cooler operation and is not easily controlled. This is in contrast to burners in e.g. power boilers where
all the combustion air is supplied through the mechanical confines of the burner, which facilitates the air
control. Instead, kiln burners must be optimised to the prevailing secondary air patterns. Furthermore,
in the iron ore kiln a large part of the air introduced through the ducts is not used to combust the
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fuel but is for practical reasons passed through the kiln for utilization in other parts of the process. Of
interest in this work is a mass flow ratio of secondary to primary air approximately twice that of typical
cement processes [63]. Hence it can be argued that the environment for the combustion process is even
less conventional than other minerals processing kilns. The flames in rotary cement kilns are generally
designed as axisymmetric enclosed turbulent jets [41], which is significantly different to the iron ore kiln
since the burner jet emerges into a nonaxisymmetric flow field in the wake of the back plate [33]. As
there is no clear understanding of the interplay of the factors that control the transport processes in the
gas-phase, there is need for systematic studies to better understand the fluid mechanics.

Some numerical studies that address the fluid dynamics in minerals processing kilns have been pub-
lished. The main focus has been on i) multi-physics modelling of the complex heat and mass transfer
between the gas-phase and the bed material (see e.g. [21, 42]) and ii) combustion modelling for opti-
mization of the heat release pattern (see e.g. [36, 66, 24]). In order to find systematic studies of the
underlying fluid mechanics, it is necessary to look to other more widely studied engineering applications.
Two such aerodynamic flows that show important similarities to the kiln hood of interest here are plane
parallel jets and bluff body flows.

Some of the experimental studies on turbulent flows are those of Anderson et al. [3] and Bunderson
and Smith [9] on plane parallel jets and by Wang and Tan [67] for a plane wall jet with a parallel offset
jet; vortex shedding-like behaviour similar to what could be expected from a bluff body was observed
in all three studies for matched momentum flux. In the two unconfined studies, the effect of the ratio
of the distance between jet centers (s) and the jet width (w) was investigated within the ranges 0.8-1.5
and 4-14, respectively, and found to influence the Strouhal number. Following the terminology in [67],
the flow field can be divided into the converging, merging and combining regions. The merging point
(xmp) is the time-averaged stagnation point that defines the length of the recirculation zone; it is a key
quantity since it quantifies the momentum transfer within the recirculation zone [15]. For x > xmp, the
axial velocity profile is saddle-shaped up until the combining point (xcp) where the jets have merged into
a single jet. For numerical studies, two variants of the k-ε turbulence model and second-moment closures
(SMC) of the Reynolds stresses have been applied and selected investigations are listed in Table 1. All
studies are on unconfined jets except for Kumar and Das [28] who studied a wall jet with an offset jet.
Common for all numerical work is that the steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
were solved, and hence the experimentally observed periodic flow can not be predicted.

Table 1: Selected numerical work on plane parallel jets

Author s/w Re (×103) Turb. model Mesh

Lai and Nasr [29] 4.25 11 k-ε, RNG-k-ε, SMC [34] 108 × 60
Anderson and Spall [2] 9, 13, 18.25 6 k-ε, SMC [34, 22] 139× 394
Spall [55] 9, 13, 18.25 75 k-ε 358 × 597
Spall et al. [56] 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 3.6, 50 k-ε 399 × 600
Vishnuvardhanarao 2 10-40 k-ε, mod. k-ε [14] 201 × 141
and Das [64]
Karimpour et al. [26] 1-40 12.5, 17.4, 25 k-ε 107,386
Kumar and Das [28] 6, 9 6, 20 k-ε 240 × 192

The wake dynamics of the flow past a circular cylinder has been the subject for a large number of
studies, both in infinite surroundings (see e.g. [49, 10]) and positioned close to a wall (see e.g. [35, 68]).
Likewise, the flow past prismatic cylinders has been vastly studied; for the unconfined case by Lyn
and Rodi [38] and Lyn et al. [37] and with one side placed close to a wall by Durao et al. [15], Bosch
et al. [6], Bailey et al. [4, 5] and Wang and Tan [68], among others. Regarding the mechanism of
flow separation, the kiln hood is more similar to the prismatic cylinder than to the circular cylinder
since the former has fixed separation points. The separation points on a circular cylinder, on the other
hand, are not fixed but depend on the flow conditions. Fortunately, the complex flow field along the
side walls of the prismatic cylinder, consisting of partly attached and partly detached shear layers [20],
is avoided for the simplified kiln geometry in the present work. Considering this, the resemblance of
the kiln hood to confined parallel jets is more apparent, but as the flow past prismatic cylinders has
been given more attention in numerical investigations its research field offers more guidance in terms of
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suitable computational approaches. Selected investigations using unsteady RANS (URANS) for prismatic
cylinders are presented in Table 2. A key issue when modelling this flow using the standard k-ε model
is the over-prediction in production of turbulent kinetic energy in stagnation regions, which leads to an
under-prediction of the shedding motion strength. This problem can be avoided by the modification of
the k-ε model proposed by Kato and Launder [27] or by using a SMC for the Reynolds stresses. In the
present work however, this particular issue is not essential since there is no stagnation point such as in
front of a cylinder. A recent advance in URANS modelling of bluff body flows is that of Younis and
Przulj [69] who proposed a turbulence closure to account for the energy transfer from the large-scale
periodic motion to the small-scale random motion, which they suggest is responsible for the poor results
of turbulence closures for vortex shedding flows.

Table 2: Selected numerical work on the flow past prismatic cylinders

Author S/D δ/D Re (×103) Turb. model Mesh

Franke and Rodi [20] 0.25-6 22 k-ε, SMC [34] 70 × 64
Bosch and Rodi [7] 0.25-6 0.1 22 k-ε, mod. k-ε [27] 106 × 75
Bosch and Rodi [8] 7 22 k-ε, mod. k-ε [27] 99 × 75
Straatman and Martinuzzi [58] 0.25-1 1.5 23 SMC [57] 214× 140
Straatman and Martinuzzi [60] 0.25-0.38 0.5-2 23 SMC [57] 150× 113
Younis and Przulj [69] 12 20-3 500 RNG-k-ε, k-ε [69] 139 × 122

Common for all studies referred to here is that the ratio of jet width or cylinder diameter to spanwise
length is significantly small to avoid 3D effects, and hence the numerical computations are exclusively
carried out in two dimensions. This proposes a challenge for computations on the present geometry,
in particular to the turbulence closure. Computations using LES has shown improved predictions over
URANS for the flow past bluff bodies, but this is on the expense of increased computational time. For
the flow past a surface-mounted cube, Rodi [48] reported that LES calculations took 160 h while URANS
calculations took 6 h using a two-layer model and only 15 min using wall functions. The focus in this
work is on application to an industrial process and the required computational efforts rule out LES as a
practical choice at present.

For the rotary kiln of interest, the isothermal merging flow of the secondary air jets has previously
been studied both experimentally and numerically and it was found that the characteristics of the
recirculating flow was strongly dependent on the momentum flux ratio of the two jets [32, 33, 23]. At
Reynolds numbers 5 · 104 and 1 · 105, based on the bulk velocity and the kiln diameter, large-scale
oscillations of St ≈ 0.23 were found experimentally with increasing amplitude as the momentum flux
ratio approached unity. For a similar geometry at Re = 9.7 · 105, the oscillations were predicted with
qualitative agreement using unsteady RANS with the k-ε turbulence model, though the von-Kármán-
like vortex street was not predicted for non-matched momentum flux in parallel semi-circular ducts [23].
Larsson et al. [32] showed that eddy-viscosity turbulence models are not able to predict the secondary
flow in semi-circular ducts and that the Baseline Reynolds stress model (BSL-RSM) give promising
predictions for steady computations. The BSL-RSM is based on the pressure-rate-of-strain model by
Launder et al. [34] and provides closure by incorporating a blending from an ω-formulation in the wall
boundary layer to an ε-formulation outside the logarithmic layer, as proposed by Menter [40]. In the
present work, the former numerical work in Granström et al. [23] and Larsson et al. [33] is considerably
extended with the aim to investigate the capability of predicting both time-averaged and phase-averaged
flow using unsteady RANS with the second-moment closure turbulence model proposed by Speziale et al.
[57]. The experimental data set from Larsson et al. [33] is used for validation. There are two reasons for
choosing a different turbulence model in the present work; first, the computational expenses for resolving
the viscous boundary layers with the low-Re ω-formulation on a full-scale model are considerably higher
than for a wall-function approach. Second, computations with BSL-RSM showed unexpected behaviour
in the blending function leading to application of the ω-formulation over large parts of the domain, not
only up to the end of the log-layer as intended in the model [40].
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2 Method

2.1 Computational model

For high Reynolds number applications where the mean flow contains a relatively slow periodic motion
that is uncorrelated with the turbulent fluctuations, instantaneous quantities Φ(t) can be decomposed
following Reynolds and Hussain [45]:

Φ(t) = Φ̄ + Φ̃(t) + Φ′ = 〈Φ〉(t) + Φ′, (1)

where Φ̄ is the time averaged component, Φ̃(t) is the periodic component, Φ′ is the turbulent fluctu-
ating component and 〈Φ〉(t) is the phase-averaged or ensemble-averaged component. The decomposition
in Eq. 1 is commonly used for vortex shedding flows, see e.g. [8, 7, 59, 61, 30], and implies that the time
scales of the turbulence and the periodic flow are separated by several orders of magnitude. In URANS
computations, 〈Φ〉(t) is resolved while Φ′ is modelled. Implementing the decomposition of Eq. 1 for
velocities and pressure in the Navier-Stokes equations, the phase-averaged continuity and momentum
equations take the form

ρ
∂〈ui〉

∂xi

(2)

ρ
D̄〈ui〉

D̄t
=

∂

∂xj

[
μ

(
∂〈ui〉

∂xj

+
∂〈uj〉

∂xi

)
− 〈p〉δij + 〈τij〉

]
, (3)

where 〈ui〉 is the phase-averaged (mean at constant phase) fluid velocity and 〈p〉 is the phase-averaged
modified pressure commonly used in CFD, which includes both the hydrostatic pressure and dynamic
effects. The density, ρ, and dynamic viscosity, μ, are assumed constant and 〈τij〉 = −ρ〈u′

iu
′
j〉 is the

conventional Reynolds stress tensor at constant phase, which control the dynamics of the coherent
structures. For quantifying the effect of the periodic motion, it is also relevant to study the momentum
equation for the global mean flow that has the following form [45]

ρūj

∂ūi

∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

[
μ

(
∂ūi

∂xj

+
∂ūj

∂xi

)
− p̄δij + ρ

(
〈u′

iu
′
j〉 + ũiũj

)]
, (4)

where 〈u′
iu

′
j〉 and ũiũj are the random and periodic contributions to the Reynolds stresses associated

with the global mean flow. In a steady RANS computation the periodic contribution to the momentum
exchange is ignored, which, depending on the energy of the periodic motion, can have a significant effect
on the flow solution. For the present computations, global averages of selected flow variables, including
the random fluctuations 〈u′

iu
′
j〉 and the global mean ūi, are calculated by taking timestep-weighted

arithmetic averages over the total computed time interval after a quasi steady state has been reached.
The contribution from the periodic fluctuations can be approximated with ensemble-averages from the
unsteady solution taken over one shedding cycle

ũiũj ≈
1
M

M∑
m=1

[(ūi − 〈ui〉) (ūj − 〈uj〉)]m , (5)

where M is the total number of phase-averaged flow solutions saved within one shedding cycle, which
is 41 in the present work.

2.1.1 Computational domain

The experimental down-scaled model consists of two semi-circular ducts of length 95 times their hydraulic
diameter Dd,h. The ducts are separated by a vertical wall of height H = D/3, where D is the kiln
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diameter, as they connect to the kiln of length 14D, ending in a 90 degree bend. The computational
model has geometric similarity, but because the interest in this work is to model the kiln in full scale, the
actual plant diameter is used (5.18 m) and the fluid is air while it was water in the experimental model.
To optimize the computational resources, separate numerical models are used to calculate the flow in the
kiln and in the semi-circular ducts. However, to avoid upstream effects on the inlet boundary from the
sudden expansion of the ducts into the kiln, 5Dd,h long upstream sections of the ducts are included in
the kiln model. The bend present in the physical model is not modelled but the length of the numerical
model of the kiln is 11D, ensuring that the results still can be compared to the experiments. This is in
line with Rütten et al. [52] who predicted negligible influence two diameters upstream a 90◦ bend in a
circular pipe at Re = 5000 using Large Eddy Simulation.

Regarding the upstream effect of the outlet boundary itself on the flow in the region of interest for the
validation, this length is similar to the one chosen by Straatman and Martinuzzi [59] for computing the
flow past a square cylinder with one side placed close to a wall using URANS. In their work, the extension
of the domain downstream of the cylinder was 30 times its side dimension, compared to 11D = 33H
in the present work. The lengths of the numerical models of the ducts are 91Dd,h and the outlet
profile is extracted at 1Dd,h upstream the outlet to avoid effects of the boundary. The added length
of each duct in the numerical models thus corresponds to the total length of the duct in the physical
model. Steady computations with matched momentum flux implies symmetrical boundary conditions,
enabling simplification of the computations by only modelling a quarter of the domain. For the unsteady
computations presented here however, the full domain need to be modelled.

2.1.2 Boundary conditions

Two flow distributions between the semi-circular ducts from Larsson et al. [33] are studied in this work,
corresponding to matched momentum flux and a momentum flux ratio (R) of 2.27. The Reynolds
numbers investigated are 5 · 104 and 1 · 105 based on D and the mean axial velocity in the kiln (U0).
Plug velocity profiles with 5 % turbulence intensities and turbulent to molecular viscosity ratios of 10 are
set at the inlet of the semi-circular ducts. The fluid is air with constant density ρ = 0.2537 kg/m3 and
dynamic viscosity μ = 5× 10−5 kg/m s, corresponding to a temperature of 1100◦C. Flow quantities are
extracted at one hydraulic diameter upstream of the outlets of the semi-circular ducts and used as inlet
boundary conditions for the kiln model. These quantities include the dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy (ε) and all mean velocity components and Reynolds stresses. A zero gauge pressure is set as
outlet boundary condition for both kiln and duct models. All walls are specified as smooth without slip
and wall functions are applied to bridge the viscous near-wall layer. For the quarter model used in the
mesh convergence study, symmetry boundary conditions are applied on the xy-plane at z/D = 0 and on
the xz-plane at y/D = 0.

2.1.3 Meshing

The mesh is built from non-uniformly distributed hexahedral elements ordered in a so-called o-grid, see
Fig. 1. The mesh is divided in several blocks along whose edges the number of nodes and the first node
distance at one end (Δx0) are specified, and a constant expansion ratio ξ is calculated along the edge.
For example, the x-coordinates along the edges starting at x/D = 0 and parallel to the kiln axis are
given by:

x1 = 0, (6)
x2 = Δx0, (7)

xi = xi−i + (xi−i − xi−2) · ξx, i = 3, 4, ..., Nx, (8)

where Nx is the total number of nodes along the edge. Block edges that are both adjacent and
perpendicular to the wall boundaries are treated differently than those located in the bulk; at both ends
the first node spacing is specified together with expansion ratios of 1.2. This implies that toward the
center of the edge, the expansion ratio is automatically modified to match the two ends, see Fig. 1.

To estimate the spatial discretisation uncertainty, a mesh convergence study is carried out with steady
computations for matched momentum flux between the ducts and by applying symmetry conditions and
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Figure 1: Mesh structure of the quarter model. The indicated coordinate system belongs to the three-
dimensional view in the upper right corner.

thus modelling only a quarter of the kiln. Starting from the coarsest mesh, a set of 10 meshes is created
by calculating the first node distance along the edge,

x2,k = x2,k−1 ·
1
rx

, ∀k, k = 2, 3, ..., K, (9)

and the number of nodes,

Nx,k = rx · Nx,k−1, ∀k, k = 2, 3, ..., K. (10)

where K is the total number of meshes and rx is the refinement factor in the x-direction. Eqs. 9-10
is nearly a consistent refinement along the edge length. Equal refinement factors in all three directions
(rx = ry = rz = r = 1.1), see Table 3, implies that the aspect ratio is held constant throughout the
domain. In the table, hk is a measure of the resolution of mesh k, obtained by assuming an invertible
one to one mapping to a computational space that renders an uniform mesh spacing [53]. The flow in
the semi-circular ducts is computed on a mesh equivalent to the finest mesh of the kiln model.

Table 3: Mesh study

Mesh no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Nodes (×106) 0.55 0.73 0.95 1.30 1.75 2.31 3.12 4.14 5.54 7.43
hk/D (×10−3) 15.8 14.3 13.1 11.8 10.8 9.8 8.9 8.1 7.3 6.6
(hk − hk−1) /r [%] 0.0 0.6 -0.9 -0.3 0.3 -0.5 0.2 -0.2 -0.3

It is simply assumed that the estimated uncertainties can be extrapolated from steady to unsteady
computations, despite the differences in the flow field arising from the large scale fluctuations. This is
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not optimal, but considering the computational requirements of carrying out a mesh study with unsteady
computations, for which the iterative error as well as the temporal discretisation error would need to be
several orders of magnitude lower than the spatial discretisation error, this is considered an acceptable
compromise. For the unsteady computations, the full domain is modelled and the mesh is created
following the strategy above.

To allow straightforward implementation of a two-dimensional interpolation scheme of higher order
as a post-process, see Section 2.2.1, the mesh nodes need to be aligned in a strict rectangular grid. Due
to the mesh structure of the quarter model, this is practicable for boundary mesh nodes lying in the
symmetry planes at z/D = 0 and y/D = 0. This arrangement of the nodes implies restrictions as to how
the mesh can be fitted to capture steep spatial gradients in the flow field, especially the free shear layers
that bound the recirculation zone formed behind the back plate. Given these restrictions, as well as the
computational limitations, care is taken to resolve the gradients in the flow field to the largest extent
possible. The node spacing in the axial direction is densest in the converging and merging regions and
increases toward the outlet and inlets.

2.1.4 Turbulence model

The exact equation for the phase-averaged Reynolds stresses is

D̄〈τij〉

D̄t
+

∂〈Tkij〉

∂xk

= 〈Pij〉 + 〈Rij〉 − 〈εij〉, (11)

where 〈Pij〉 is the exact production tensor at constant phase and the remaining terms need to be
modelled to obtain closure of the governing phase-averaged equations. 〈Tkij〉 is the Reynolds stress flux,
〈Rij〉 is the pressure-rate-of-strain tensor and 〈εij〉 is the dissipation tensor, all at a certain phase. The
dissipation is assumed to be isotropic, which yields the model for the dissipation tensor in Eq. 11:

〈εij〉 = β′ρ
2
3
〈ε〉δij . (12)

The Reynolds stress flux tensor can be decomposed into three terms for viscous diffusion, pressure
transport and turbulent convection, according to

Tkij = T
(v)
kij + T

(p′)
kij + T

(u)
kij . (13)

If the exact viscous diffusion tensor is known, the gradient-diffusion model of Shir [54] can be used
for the pressure transport and turbulent convection terms in Eq. 13,

T
(p′)
kij + T

(u)
kij = Cs

k2

ε

∂〈uiuj〉

∂xk

(14)

where Cs is given in Table 4. Since the coefficient is isotropic there is no cross-diffusion. In general,
the pressure-rate-of-strain tensor can be divided into two parts due to slow (s) and rapid (r) pressure
variations [44], given in general form by

〈R
(s)
ij 〉 = −ρ〈ε〉

[
2Cs1〈bij〉 + Cs2

(
4〈bij〉

2 −
4
3
〈bkk〉

2δij

)]
(15)

〈R
(r)
ij 〉 = −2Cr1P 〈bij〉 + Cr2ρ〈k〉〈S̄ij〉 − Cr3ρ〈k〉〈S̄ij〉

√
4〈bkk〉2 + 2Cr4ρ〈k〉

(
〈bik〉〈S̄jk〉 + 〈bjk〉〈S̄ik〉

)
(16)

−2Cr5ρ〈k〉

(
2
3
〈bkl〉〈S̄kl〉δik

)
+ 2Cr6ρ〈k〉

(
〈bik〉〈Ω̄jk〉 + 〈bjk〉〈Ω̄ik〉

)
.

In the above equations, bij is the normalized anisotropy tensor, Sij is the rate of strain, Ωij is the
rate of rotation and P is the rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy, given by 0.5Pkk. In the
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present work, the pressure-strain process is modelled using the SSG relation of Speziale et al. [57] for
which constants are given in Table 4. For closure, the equation for ε is also solved

ρ
∂〈ε〉

∂t
+ ρ

∂〈uk〉〈ε〉

∂xk

= Cε1〈Pk〉
〈ε〉

〈k〉
− ρCε2

〈ε〉2

〈k〉
+

∂

∂xk

[(
μ +

〈μt〉

σε,SSG

)
∂〈ε〉

∂xl

]
(17)

where Pk is the turbulence production due to viscous forces and the constants, which differ slightly
from the standard k-ε model, are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Turbulence model constants

β′ Cs Cs1 Cs2 Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 Cr4 Cr5 Cr6 Cε1 Cε2 σε,SSG

1 2
30.22 1.7 -1.05 0.9 0.8 0.65 0.625 0.625 0.2 1.45 1.83 1.36

2.1.5 Solution approach

The commercial CFD code ANSYS CFX is used for the computations. The advection term in the
conservation equations for mass and momentum is discretized in space using a second order accurate
scheme, while a hybrid of a first and second order order upwind discretization scheme is used for the
turbulence equations to assure boundedness. The spatial derivatives of the diffusion terms in all equations
as well as the pressure gradient in the momentum equations are approximated by shape functions that
involve bilinear interpolation. A second order accurate backward Euler time discretisation scheme is used
for the unsteady simulations. Hence the overall accuracy of the method for both steady and unsteady
computations is theoretically somewhere between 1 and 2 and varies spatially and temporally in the
domain.

For the purpose of the mesh study, the solution is iterated until the maximum normalised residuals
of all equations are below 10−6, which also yields equation imbalances below 10−6. The unsteady
computations undergo an initial transient before arriving at a quasi-stationary state characterized by
oscillations around a constant time average. During the initial transient a loose convergence criteria
of 5 · 10−5 for the normalised RMS residuals is used, which is tightened to 10−5 for the maximum
residuals after the quasi-stationary state has been reached. Based on the dominant St number observed
from previous experimental measurements by Larsson et al. [33], a dimensionless time step of Δt∗ =
ΔtUd,max/H = 0.017, where Ud,max is the maximum time-averaged axial velocity in the ducts, is chosen
for both Reynolds numbers. This corresponds to 325 time steps for each shedding cycle, which is
well above the minimum resolution of 10 - 20 suggested by Mahaffy et al. [39]. For computing the
vortex shedding from a square cylinder near a wall using a similar numerical approach, Straatman and
Martinuzzi [58] used a time step of Δt∗ = ΔtUo/Dcyl = 0.037.

The code creates control volumes surrounding all mesh nodes except at boundaries where they are
formed on one side of the node only. As the quantities stored at each mesh node (or computational node)
corresponds to an average over the control volume, the boundary nodes contain both the average quantity
and the actual boundary condition, which are termed conservative and hybrid values, respectively. Hybrid
values are used to plot all presented simulation results. The boundary control volumes along the edge
of the sudden expansion of the ducts (x/D = 0, y/D = ±1/6) cover both part of the ducts as well as
part of the wake behind the back plate. Consequently there is some approximation in this region, but
considering the mesh resolution this is not considered to have a significant effect on the shear layer flow.

2.1.6 Vortex identification

One method of identifying a vortex is the λ2 definition proposed by Jeong and Hussain [25]; used for
for example by Pasinato et al. [43], Tkatchenko et al. [62] and Wang and Tan [67]. By neglecting the
effects of unsteady straining and viscosity on the pressure field, the existence of a pressure minimum
can be attributed to vortical motion. A vortex core is then defined by negative values of λ2, which is
the second eigenvalue of S

2 + Ω2; S and Ω are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the velocity
gradient tensor, respectively. Using this method, vortex core trajectories can be calculated by tracing
the minima of λ2.
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2.2 Numerical uncertainty estimation

2.2.1 Spatial discretisation uncertainty

As described in Section 2.1.3, a mesh convergence study using a set of 10 meshes is carried out as a
basis for estimating the spatial discretization error. The general procedure for quantifying the spatial
discretisation error in CFD is to use the method of Richardson extrapolation (RE), in which computations
from a set of meshes is used to calculate the extrapolated quantity of an infinitely fine mesh. In practice
there are a number of complications that can cause scatter in the data obtained from different meshes.
One such complication is the lack of geometric similarity [17], another is oscillatory convergence that is
known to occur for a range of numerical schemes, also in the asymptotic range [13]. The order of the
interpolation scheme used for post-processing should be higher than the overall order of the numerical
scheme to avoid pollution [12]. Another source of scatter in the data is boundary condition discretization
errors [1]. The use of a single representative measure (h) of the size for multi-dimensional meshes, which
is the standard procedure when applying RE, requires a constant aspect ratio in all three dimensions
[53].

Attempting to minimize the scatter in the data, solution quantities φc are interpolated from all meshes
to a common set of points using a higher-order cubic spline scheme, hence avoiding pollution of the overall
accuracy of the method. These points are evenly distributed at positions where the computational results
are presented, hence enabling point-by-point estimates of the discretization uncertainty for the plotted
profiles. Trilinear interpolation is used when exporting the flow quantities from the duct models, and the
subsequent patching of the flow profile as boundary condition to the kiln model is done using bilinear
interpolation. Sources of deviation from geometric similarity are the integer rounding related to Eq. 10
and the treatment of wall-adjacent edges, see Section 2.1.3.

In order to handle possible scatter in the data, the methodology proposed by Eca and Hoekstra [18]
is followed for estimation of the spatial discretisation uncertainty. In this method, the apparent grid
accuracy p is obtained from a least squares fit of the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) [46, 47] to the
computed quantities. This involves solving a non-linear equation for the observed order of accuracy
using a false-position method as described in Eca and Hoekstra [17] . Based on the observed order, the
convergence behaviour is classified as either monotonic convergence (0 < p < 8) or monotonic divergence
(−8 < p < 0). Is there is no p that fits the data, the behaviour is classified as either oscillatory
convergence or indeterminable. For observed p within the theoretical bounds of the numerical method,
the uncertainty is obtained by applying the GCI method with the safety factor 1.25. For monotonic
convergence with unrealistically high observed order, the error estimate is obtained by applying the GCI
and replacing p with the theoretical order of the numerical method, taken as 1.5 for the purpose of this
work. The additional uncertainty due to the least squares fit is taken into account by adding the standard
deviation of the fit to the GCI estimate. For monotonic convergence outside the theoretical bounds of
the numerical method, the maximum difference between all K meshes is included in the error estimator.
For p ≥ 0, the discretization error is a monotonic function of h in the asymptotic range and consequently
the use of RE for estimating the error is restricted to monotonic convergence [13]. For non-monotonic
convergence, the maximum difference between all K meshes is used as the error estimator. The mesh
convergence study was conducted using all meshes in the set, but also by excluding one up to six meshes,
starting with the coarsest mesh. The number of discrete points with asymptotic convergence was found
to increase as more meshes were included in the set, indicating presence of scatter in the data.

2.2.2 Temporal discretization uncertainty

After the quasi-steady state has been reached for Re = 5 · 104 and matched momentum flux, the time
step is halved and the computation is continued through four shedding cycles. The dominant frequency
in unchanged and the magnitude of monitored temporal signals show only slight changes as a response
to the decreased time step size. However, for an estimation of this uncertainty it is required to run the
computation over a larger number of cycles to ensure that the shedding frequency is maintained and to
quantify the effect of the time step size on the time-averaged flow field. Ideally, converged time-averages
should be calculated for two different time steps, but the the computational requirements of such a
procedure is too demanding within the time frame of the present work.
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2.2.3 Iterative uncertainty

Based on numerical experiments using manufactured solutions, Eca and Hoekstra [18] suggested that
the iterative error should be reduced two to three orders of magnitude below that of the discretisation
error for negligible inuence on the estimation of the discretisation error; otherwise the iterative error can
significantly perturb the Richardson extrapolation. It is further suggested that in case the iteration error
is significant, it should be combined arithmetically with the discretisation error. For CFD applications
in general, it has been suggested by Celik et al. [11] that the iterative error should be at least one order
of magnitude below the discretisation error estimates.

One method of estimating the iterative error is to use norms of the local change of flow quantities
from subsequent iterations [19]. The method is less straightforward when the convergence is not smooth,
and in the present work another approach is taken. Simulation results are saved at levels of maximum
residuals of 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6. Flow variables of interest are interpolated to a large number of
points distributed over the whole flow field and the differences compared to the lowest residual level are
calculated. Though it can be argued that the iterative error is not estimated with the same reliability
as the discretization error when using this method, the procedure is considered sufficiently reliable for
judging its relative significance.

2.2.4 Time-averaging uncertainty

Timestep-weighted arithmetic averages of flow quantities of interest are calculated for the unsteady com-
putations and these averages are saved intermediately during the computation, but only when completing
integer shedding cycles. Three subsequent averages are compared and when the difference between them
is small, the difference of the two latest averages is used as an error estimator. The local uncertainty is
then estimated as three times the difference between the two latest averaged fields.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Estimation of uncertainties

Comparing quantities of interest between solutions on mesh 4 in Table 3 having maximum residuals of
10−4, 10−5 and 10−6, the maximum difference in a large set of points is an order of magnitude below
the maximum difference between the coarsest and finest mesh. Hence, the iteration error is considered
negligible compared to the discretization error. Based on the comparison above, the looser convergence
criteria used for the unsteady computations is still considered negligible compared to other sources of
errors. The local uncertainties in the time-averaging procedure are combined with the local estimates of
the spatial discretization uncertainty to give local estimates of the total numerical uncertainty; these are
indicated by error bars in presented computed profiles. The time averages are calculated over 18 and 8
shedding cycles for Re = 5·104 and Re = 1·105, respectively. It is emphasized that the main contribution
to the numerical uncertainty is that of the time-averaging; error bars due to the discretization error alone
are barely visible at the scale of the figures presented here.

3.2 Vortex dynamics

In this section, the computed dynamic characteristics of the flow is presented, followed by validation of
the computations with the experiments of Larsson et al. [33] in Sect. 3.3. The predicted dynamics of the
flow field and particularly of the wake is embodied by periodic shedding of von-Kármán-like large-scale
vortices that originate in the free shear layers enclosing the wake and then convect downstream forming
an anti-symmetric pattern. These vortical structures are captured by the history of λ2 contours forming
throughout the shedding cycle. Tracing the λ2 peak pertaining to a specific vortical structure gives an
estimate of the path and convection velocity of its core. Additionally, by defining a threshold level of λ2

to delimit individual vortices, the circulation carried downstream in a plane section of a shedded vortex
can be approximated by integrating the z-vorticity at constant phase, 〈ωz〉, over the surface bounded by
the threshold isoline. Although λ2 is only a measure of the bounds of a vortical structure, it allows for
a rather unambiguous calculation of the circulation build-up in an individual vortical structure.
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By using this methodology, a qualitative picture of the dynamics of the vortical structures at phase 0◦

of the shedding cycle is given in Fig. 2. For normalization of quantities, D and Ud,max are chosen as the
characteristic length and velocity scales, respectively. At this phase, a vortex is just shedding from the
lower shear layer, while a counterrotating vortex is forming in the upper shear layer. Traces of previously
shed counterrotating vortices can be seen farther downstream. It is notable that due to the flow profile of
the jets emerging from the semi-circular ducts, the roll-up and subsequent shedding varies in the spanwise
(z) direction; further downstream the vortical structures appear to lag behind when moving closer to the
kiln walls. Though the computed flow for the two Reynolds numbers investigated qualitatively agree,
there are significant differences in the initial regions of the free shear layers. While the shear layers
for Re = 5 · 104 are stable up to the roll-up initiation, Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) type instabilities are
predicted for Re = 1 · 105. The presence of these shear layer instabilities can not be confirmed from
the experimental data in Larsson et al. [33]. However, the formation of large-scale von-Kármán-like
structures from shear layers having K-H instabilities has been observed through visualization for plane
parallel jets by Bunderson and Smith [9]. Also, Wang and Tan [68] observed K-H roll-ups in the free shear
layer of a single plane wall jet, but for its interaction with a plane offset jet only von-Kármán vortices
were identified. For the measurements of Wang and Tan [68] and Larsson et al. [33], it is conceivable
that possible K-H instabilities are lost in the larger von-Kármán structures due to the spatial resolution
of the measurements.

(a) Re = 5 · 104, λ2 < −6

Y

X

Z

(b) Re = 1 · 105, λ2 < −45

Y

X

Z

Figure 2: Qualitative picture of the vortex dynamics at phase 0◦ showing isovolumes of λ2 below a
threshold level, colored by 〈ωz〉D/Ud,max. The back plate wall boundary is shaded for clarification.
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The coupling of the separated shear layers can be further scrutinized in Figs. 3(a) - (b) that provide
qualitative pictures of the flow field in the xy-plane at z/D = 0, shown again at phase 0◦. The streamlines
represent the velocity field in a reference frame moving with 0.57Ud,max, which is close to the convection
velocity of the vortices. The vortex formation occurs farther upstream for the higher Reynolds number,
which appears to be due to enhanced turbulent transport owing to the K-H instabilities. One possible
mechanism causing the von-Kármán vortex street is the coupling of K-H instabilities in the separated
shear layers [4], which could explain the shedding being shifted upstream for Re = 1 ·105. The computa-
tions for the two Reynolds numbers qualitatively agree in that the shear layer is fragmented during the
formation of the vortical structure, though the fragmentation is more distinct for Re = 1 · 105 due to the
instabilities. When the vortex has shed it is convected in the negative y-direction towards the wall; as
this happens a portion of the wall boundary layer with opposite vorticity is ejected by the influence of the
shedded vortex and is convected downstream at the shedding frequency. Interestingly, the phenomena
has been observed by others, e.g. Wang and Tan [67, 68] for measurements on a plane wall jet and a
parallel offset jet and on square and circular cylinders near a wall, respectively. It has also been seen in
the computations by Bosch and Rodi [7] for the flow past a square cylinder near a wall, though it could
not be confirmed directly in the experiments by Bosch et al. [6]. For both Reynolds numbers as the
shedded structure convects downstream, the fragments with equal sign of vorticity merge into a single
vortical structure at some distance downstream while the ejected wall vortex is convected downstream
just in front of this structure.

A typical path of a vortex originating in the lower shear layer together with its convection velocity
Uc, as inferred from the displacement history of the vortex, is plotted in Fig. 4(a). In addition, a
time sequence of its estimated circulation Γ and its convection velocity as it rolls up and sheds from
the lower shear layer is plotted in Fig. 4(b). Although there are some cycle-to-cycle variations, which
could be reduced by running the computations for more shedding cycles, the data presented is considered
representative for the repetitive periodic flow. The scatter in the data is due to discretization uncertainties
when estimating the convection velocity and the position of the vortex core. For estimation of the
circulation the vortices have been defined by λ2 < −5 to facilitate tracking throughout the formation
process, while λ2 < 0 delimits the vortex according to the definition [25]. Hence the values presented in
Fig. 4 are not meaningful other than for showing trends.

For Re = 5 ·104, the roll-up is initiated at x/D ≈ 0.2 by deceleration and entrainment of a part of the
shear layer towards the wake. Circulation is continuously fed into the roll-up from the upstream part of
the shear layer and as the circulation reaches a peak at x/D ≈ 0.4, the vortex is shed and its convection
velocity increases rapidly. For Re = 1 · 105, the K-H vortices are formed at the separation edge and
then convect at UC ≈ Ud,max/2 up to the roll-up initiation at x/D ≈ 0.15. As the K-H instabilities
appear to move the coupling of the shear layers, and hence the shedding, upstream, the time-averaged
recirculation zone becomes shorter than for the lower Re case. In contrast to the continuous shear layers
for Re = 5 ·104, the von-Kármán roll-up is initiated by entrainment of an individual K-H vortex towards
the wake followed by circulation being fed into it from the succeeding K-H vortices. The cut-off in the
circulation plot for Re = 1 · 105 is due to increasing difficulties in distinguishing the discrete vortical
structures as they merge. The vortical structure is shed as the total circulation fed into it reaches a
maximum at x/D ≈ 0.35; the difference between the two Reynolds numbers is most apparent as to the
distance to the roll-up initiation rather than in the length over which the formation takes place. As the
shedded vortex convects downstream, the succeeding K-H vortices are entrained into it and eventually
they merge into a single vortical structure at x/D ≈ 1.1. The more rapid convergence in the position in
the y-direction and in the convection velocity for Re = 1 · 105 indicates enhanced momentum exchange
due to the K-H instabilities.

After that the vortices have shed and have reached a constant convection velocity, the ratio of the
distance in y-direction between the two rows of counterrotaring vortices (b) and the spacing between
two vortices with same sign in vorticity (a) remains at ≈ 0.5. In his idealized model of a vortex street,
von Kármán [65] found that the two rows of vortices are stable only if b/a = 0.281. It is further known
that for a real vortex street the lateral spacing is not constant but increases with downstream distance
[50]. The deviation between the theory and the present computations can also be attributed to the
confinement effects. Further, the results presented here can be compared to the work of Cantwell and
Coles [10] who measured convection velocities in the range 0.72-0.85ū∞, where ū∞ is the free-stream
velocity, for the flow past a circular cylinder. In the interval 3.37 < x/Dcyl < 6.18, Cantwell and Coles
observed that the estimated position of the vortices had been converged to 0.33 < y/Dcyl < 0.38. The
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0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 x/D

(a) Re = 5 · 104

0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 x/D

(b) Re = 1 · 105

Figure 3: Phase 0◦: plots of 〈ωz〉D/Ud,max at z/D = 0 overlayed by isolines (black) of λ2 = −6 and
streamlines (grey) as viewed from a frame of reference left: fixed with respect to the kiln, right: moving
downstream at 0.57Ud,max. The fields are divided at x/D = 0.47. The color limits are [-7.5 7.5], same
as in Fig. 2.

present computations show the vortices being entrained toward the centerline in conjunction with the
roll-up, but as they are consequently shed and convect downstream they converge toward y/H = ± 0.7
and 0.8 for Re = 5 ·104 and 1 ·105, respectively. This is different from the free cylinder case and could not
be confirmed by the measurements in Larsson et al. [33]; is likely due to interaction between the shedded
vortices and the wall shear layer of opposing vorticity, which is not present for the free cylinder. Since
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Ud,max in the present computations can not be directly compared to ū∞ in ref. [10] due to confinement
effects for the kiln model, it is difficult to establish the actual difference between predicted and measured
convection velocities.

The predicted relation between the circulation produced in the wall boundary layer and that carried
downstream by the vortices can also be compared to studies on flow past cylinders. The fraction of
vorticity in the shear layers found in the individual vortices farther downstream, ε, was estimated to
0.44 by Cantwell and Coles [10] and to ≈ 0.43 by Roshko [51]. Following Roshko [50], the maximum
rate of flow of circulation in the free shear layers is U2

d,max/2 and the rate at which circulation is carried
downstream by the vortices is StUd,maxΓ/H . Integrating 〈ωz〉 over the surface in the xy-plane at z/D = 0
for which λ2 < 0 provide a more accurate estimate of the circulation. Estimating the circulation of the
lower vortex that has just shed at x/D = 1.1 at phase 0◦ in this way, give ε ≈ 0.42 and 0.45 for
Re = 5 · 104 and Re = 1 · 105, respectively. Again, when comparing the results presented here with those
in ref. [10], the influence from the walls of the semi-circular ducts implies that (Ud,max) is higher than
the free-stream velocity for a cylinder with small blockage ratio (ū∞), hence the circulation ratios are
not directly comparable.
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(a) Position and convection velocity of vortex core plotted
against axial distance.
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Figure 4: Shedding process of a vortex from the lower shear layer. Dashed line: left axis; solid line: right
axis; crosses: Re = 5 · 104; points: Re = 1 · 105.

3.3 Validation

3.3.1 Frequency analysis

To identify and quantify the dominant frequencies, a Fourier analysis of the temporal evolution of flow
quantities is carried out at discrete points in the near-wake region. The investigated time interval is the
total computed time after the quasi-steady state has been reached. This interval is about 5700 and 2500
time steps, or 18 and 8 shedding cycles, for Re = 5 · 104 and Re = 1 · 105, respectively.

Analysis of a typical time signal after the quasi-steady state has been reached in a point at y/D = 0.12
at Re = 5 · 104 yields that the two dominant frequency peaks are 0.39 and 0.78 Hz, see Fig. 5(a).
This corresponds to Strouhal numbers (Std,max = fD/3Ud,max) 0.19 and 0.38, respectively. The lower
frequency is that of the shedding cycle (two counterrotating vortices) while the higher frequency is
attributed to the combined effect of both counterrotating vortices, which are actually shed at twice the
frequency of the shedding cycle. This is in close agreement with Larsson et al. [33] who also observed
Std,max = 0.19. Closer to the centerline at y/D = 0, i.e. in between the two vortex trajectories, the
effect of both counterrotating vortices dominate the frequency spectra, see Fig. 5(b). Various smaller
peaks at frequencies lower than that of the shedding cycle indicate a possible beating pattern, similar
to that observed by Bailey et al. [5] for a square cylinder placed close to a wall. For Re = 1 · 105,
the dominant Strouhal numbers are also 0.19 and 0.38 in the vortex trajectory regions and close to
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centerline, respectively. Hence, the predicted Strouhal number is Re independent within this range,
which is in agreement with the measurements of Larsson et al. [33].
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Figure 5: Frequency analysis for Re = 5 · 104. Left: 〈u′u′〉/U2
d,max as a function of dimensionless time

t∗; right: Discrete Fourier transform.

3.3.2 Time-averaged flow characteristics

Predicted time-averaged axial velocity profiles at several positions at z/D = 0 and z/D = 0.25 in the
interval −0.2 < x/D < 2 at Reynolds numbers 5 · 104 and 1 · 105 are compared to experimental data
from Larsson et al. [33] in Figs. 6 - 7. For x/D < 0.3, the experimental profiles appear to be shifted
somewhat in the negative y-direction relative to the computed profiles, which can be partly attributed
to uncertainties in positioning of the experimental equipment. The PIV velocity fields are measured at
four different positions along the x-axis; the second and third profile in the plots are extracted from the
same measured field and so are the fourth and fifth profile. The shift is less apparent for x/D > 1, which
can be due to the kiln axis and the traverse not being parallel. The scatter in the experimental data for
the upper jet can be attributed to substantial attenuation of the laser sheet in the upper right corner
of the raw PIV images, see Larsson et al. [33]. The profiles at the most upstream position can be used
to validate the computations of the flow in the semicircular ducts; these are in good agreement with
the measurements considering that there is significant scatter in the experimental data for Re = 5 · 104

especially in the lower duct.
The computations reasonably reproduce the time-averaged flow in the converging and merging regions

with some differences, especially regarding the variation of xmp in the spanwise direction, a discrepancy
discussed later on in this paper. For Re = 5 · 104, the time-averaged axial velocity field is predicted
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with good agreement for both z/D = 0 and 0.25, considering the scatter in the experimental data.
The distance to the merging point is under-predicted by 10 % at z/D = 0 while it is over-predicted
by 3 % at z/D = 0.25, see Table 5. Notice that the fourth profile (x/D = 0.59) goes through the
experimentally determined merging point for z/D = 0 and Re = 5 · 104. The experiments show the
same trend as in the computations regarding a longer recirculation zone when z is increased, although
the gradient is less pronounced. For a slightly modified geometry of the experimental model, the 2D
velocity field in the xz-plane over the width of the kiln has been measured in Larsson et al. [31]. It was
observed that the time-averaged recirculation zone was noticeably longer closer to the wall, though the
computations again show more significant variation in the spanwise direction. Nevertheless, the present
computations show improvement compared to the 77 - 86 % over-prediction of the recirculation length
in the steady computations by Larsson et al. [33]. As the predicted size of the wake differs, so does the
maximum negative axial velocities along the centerline; at z/D = 0 it is somewhat over-predicted while
the agreement is closer at z/D = 0.25, see Fig. 6. In the combined region (x/D > xmp/D), the computed
profiles show good agreement at both z/D = 0 and 0.25; both measurements and computations show
that xcp/D > 2.

For Re = 1 · 105, the overall agreement is fairly good with some exceptions like that xmp is under-
predicted at both z/D = 0 and 0.25 with 28 and 20 %, respectively. This is seen in the axial velocity
profiles as they are notably narrower compared to the experimental data at x/D = 0.31. At this position,
the maximum negative axial velocities along the centerline at z/D = 0 and 0.25 are more similar than for
Re = 5 · 104. At the most downstream position (x/D = 2), there is significant deviation in the velocity
gradients in the wall boundary layers. A detailed study of the vortex dynamics from the experimental
data is not possible, but a possible reason for the deviation could be the predictions of the interaction
between the wall boundary layer and the vortical structures as they convect downstream, which is
definitely a challenging task for any turbulence model. Also worth noticing is the magnitudes of the
error bars for Re = 1 · 105, which are substantially larger than for the lower Re. This is almost entirely
attributed to the time-averaging procedure; the arithmetic average is calculated over 8 cycles compared
to 18 for the lower Re, which obviously makes a significant difference. It can also be seen that there is
substantial spatial variation in all three directions of the estimated uncertainties.
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Figure 6: Profiles of ū/Ud,max at Re = 5 · 104. Circles: experimental data; lines: computations. Locally
estimated total numerical uncertainties are indicated by error bars.
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Figure 7: Profiles of ū/Ud,max at Re = 1 · 105.

Table 5: Time-averaged extent of the recirculation zone (xmp/D)

Reynolds number 5 · 104 1 · 105

z/D 0 0.25 0 0.25

Present (num) 0.53 0.64 0.42 0.53
Larsson et al. [32]† (exp) 0.59 0.62 0.58 0.66

(num) n/a n/a 1.08 1.17

† The values have been adjusted to more accurate reference frame.

As the time interval between the laser pulses in the experiments presented in Larsson et al. [33] was
adapted to optimize the cross-correlation in the mean flow direction, the measurement uncertainties in
the y-component of the velocity are larger and this field contains sufficiently more scatter. Therefore,
for validation purposes the PIVMat toolbox for Matlab is used to apply a 2x2 median filter to the
experimental v̄ velocity field, replacing spurious vectors by interpolation from the surrounding field.
Predicted profiles of v̄ are then compared with filtered data at several positions downstream the kiln
inlet, see Fig. 8 - 9 for respective Reynolds number. For Re = 5·104, the profiles are reasonably predicted
for most positions and the profiles at the experimental merging point x/D = 0.59 and at x/D = 2 show
closest agreement. For the higher Re, the larger numerical uncertainties are again evident and the spatial
variation, e.g. at x/D = 2, z/D = 0, is obvious. The large magnitude of the error bars, despite the
relatively smooth and symmetric (about y/D = 0) profiles, suggest that uncertainty estimates are rather
conservative. Nevertheless, the predictions are quite reasonable at most positions.

The vorticity is derived from the mean velocity gradients and is therefore polluted by the scatter in
the y-component of the velocity vector. To reduce the scatter, a median filter is applied on the mean
velocity field prior to calculating the vorticity. The predicted time-averaged vorticity field show quite
close agreement with the experimental data, except in the initial free shear layers where sharp peaks are
seen in the computed profiles due to the high resolution of the meshes, see Figs. 10 - 11. The absence of
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Figure 8: Profiles of v̄/Ud,max at Re = 5 · 104.

these peaks in the experimental data is not surprising since the measurement resolution is not sufficient.
The predicted ωz profiles agree significantly better to experiments than the v profiles, which can be
expected since the vorticity is also affected by the u field.

The multiple peaks seen in the computed profiles at x/D = 0.31 can be traced to the fragmented
structure of the shedded vortices. Moving downstream, both experiments and computations show a
continuous decrease in magnitude of the vorticity profiles resulting in close to flat profiles at x/D = 2.
This indicates a weakening of the vortices, cf. Fig. 4(b). The entrainment of portions of the wall boundary
layer, with opposing vorticity to the shedded vortical structure, is also apparent in the vorticity profiles.
The phenomena is apparent in Fig. 3(b) at phase 0◦, where a wall vortex with 〈ωz〉 < 0 is just forming
under the influence of the lower shedded vortex. The same process is seen in Fig. 3(a), where the
entrainment has not progressed as far and the wall vortex is not identified by the criteria λ2 < −6 at
this phase. For both Re, previously formed vortices with opposite vorticity can be seen to convect in
pairs with the shedded vortices in the upper right corners of the figures. Traces of these counterrotating
vortices are seen in the ωz profiles at x/D = 1.2 and 2; for both Re the changes in the profiles between
these two positions indicate that the structures are entrained away from the wall toward y/D = 0.

3.3.3 Phase-averaged flow characteristics

The frequency analysis in Sect. 3.3.1 shows good agreement with experimental data in discrete points,
indicating that the computations capture some of the phase-averaged flow characteristics. The validation
is extended to studying profiles of the phase-averaged axial velocity at eight phases throughout the
shedding cycle at x/D = 0.59, which is the position of the experimental merging point, see Fig. 12(a).
Overall, the experimental data contains significantly more scatter for the measurements at the lower Re
(cf. Figs. 6-7) so focus in this section is set on Re = 1 · 105. The total recording interval of experimental
data limits the phase-averaging to between 14 and 15 PIV image pairs belonging to the same phase
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Figure 9: Profiles of v̄/Ud,max at Re = 1 · 105.

(±5◦) and a median filter is applied to the phase-averaged velocity field derived from the measurements.
As the computed length of the recirculation zone in the mean field is under-predicted (see Table 5), the
computed phase-averaged profiles at this position can not be expected to agree quantitatively with the
measurements. Nevertheless, Figs. 12(a) - (b) show that the computations capture the periodic behavior
in the profiles in addition to that in discrete points in Sect. 3.3.1. For the axial velocity in Fig. 12(a),
both measurements and computations show a larger peak in the upper jet and a smaller peak in the
lower jet at phase 0◦. At half a shedding cycle later, at phase 180◦, the peaks are reversed between the
upper and lower jet and the trend continues throughout the cycle. The periodic behavior in the peaks
can be attributed to the passing of the shedded vortices.

As a more direct indication of the passing of the vortical structures, profiles of 〈ωz〉 are studied
throughout the shedding cycle. Again at x/D = 0.59, the computations are compared to the experimental
data and shown in Figure 12(b). Multiple peaks are shown in the computed phase-averaged vorticity
profiles, which are traces of the fragmented structure of the von-Kármán vortices. Computed phase-
averaged profiles for Re = 5·104 also show multiple peaks, though somewhat less pronounced as indicated
by the time-averaged vorticity field at the same potition (cf. Figs. 10 - 11). Again, from studying the
variation in magnitude of the peaks in the profiles throughout the shedding cycle, it is seen that the
periodic behaviour is reasonably captured by the computations. In this context, it should be emphasized
that the filtering of the measured field implies smoothing of the experimental data. Although the amount
of scatter in the unfiltered velocity field makes it difficult to distinguish multiple peaks in the vorticity
profiles, it is conceivable that indications of such are lost in the filtering.

3.4 Contributions to the turbulent stresses

The steady computations on the full kiln model, which are used to initialize the unsteady computations,
show a significantly different flow field compared to the time-averaged unsteady computations. This
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Figure 10: Profiles of ω̄zD/Ud,max at Re = 5 · 104.

emphasizes the impropriety of ignoring the periodic contributions to the Reynolds stresses associated
with the global mean flow, as discussed in Sect. 2.1. This observation is in agreement with Larsson
et al. [33] who found decreasing agreement between steady RANS simulations and PIV measurements
for increased amplitude of the periodic fluctuations.

The deviation can be further elaborated by examining the relative contribution from the computed
coherent fluctuations and the small-scale modelled fluctuations, where the former are not accounted for in
the steady computations. The three globally averaged Reynolds stresses ũũ, ṽṽ and ũṽ are approximated
as described in Sect. 2.1 and compared to their random counterparts 〈u′u′〉, 〈v′v′〉 and 〈u′v′〉. The
Reynolds stresses for the random components of motion dominate over the periodic components in the
regions where the free shear layers are still stable, see Figs. 13 - 14. However, as the von-Kármán-like
vortices are formed, the magnitude of the periodic components increase and for a large part of the wake
and near-wake region they dominate over the random components. In the regions of maximum periodic
fluctuations, the ratio of periodic to random contribution to the normal and shear stresses in Eq. 4 are
about 5 and 20, respectively. The effect of the different mechanism of the shedding process predicted
for the higher Re is evident from the contour plots, as the peak region of the periodic components is
shifted upstream compared to Re = 5 ·104. The anisotropy in the normal stresses is most evident for the
periodic components, in particular in the region of the merging point, but the random components also
show anisotropy that would not be captured by an eddy-viscosity turbulence model due to the underlying
assumption of isotropic turbulence [16].

3.5 Relative circulation strength in shear layers

Finally, as a further indication of the predictive capabilities of the numerical approach, a qualitative
picture of the flow field is also included for momentum flux ratio R = 2.27, with the upper jet being
dominant, at Re = 5 · 104 in Fig. 15. R �= 1 implies unequality in the circulation strength of the
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Figure 11: Profiles of ω̄zD/Ud,max at Re = 1 · 105.

upper and lower shear layers and a goal for future work is to investigate the capability using the present
numerical approach to predict the dependence of the relative circulation strength on the flow field. As
a continuation of the work by Larsson et al. [33], the more elaborate measurements by Larsson et al.
[31] enabled a closer investigation of the vortex dynamics. Since the measurements were performed at
Re = 1 · 105 and for a modified geometry (inclined upper duct), only a qualitative comparison of the
data is possible here. It is still considered relevant to include the comparison here due to the promising
predictions. Larsson et al. [31] observed that for increasing momentum flux ratio the vortex from the
weaker shear layer is increasingly characterized by the shedding of only a portion of the vortex and the
present computations for R = 2.27 qualitatively agree with these findings. In both experiments and
computations, the counterrotating vortices are not shed in the same alternate manner as in the matched
momentum flux case but rather shed in pairs. As the vortex pertaining to the stronger shear layer sheds,
it entrains a portion of the counterrotating vortex and both vortices convect downstream together. The
portion of the weaker vortex that is not shed can perhaps be seen as a quasi-standing vortex, which
during the shedding cycle is fed with circulation and moves slowly downstream up until the point where
a portion of it is shed together with the stronger counterrotating vortex. The cycle then starts over by
growth of the remaining portion of the vortex as circulation from the shear layer is fed into it.

The computations show that as the vortex pair convects downstream, the smaller vortices with less
circulation are passed by the stronger ones and stay behind further downstream. Also, ejection of
portions of the wall boundary layer is only observed at the wall adjacent to the stronger shear layer.
These dynamics of the vortex pair as they convect downstream was not examined by Larsson et al.
[31] and hence this finding can not be confirmed. To study these possible phenomena experimentally,
it would be required to calculate the velocity field in a frame of reference moving with the convection
velocity of the vortices. Also, the computations show that the initiation of the roll-up and subsequent
shedding is shifted downstream and consequently the time-averaged recirculation length is over-predicted
by about 50 %. Given the previous observations from the computational results, it is likely that if the
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Figure 12: Flow profiles at x/D = 0.59, z/D = 0, for Re = 1 · 105, shown at 8 phases throughout
the cycle. Thick grey line: computation; thin black line: time-averaged experimental data; crosses:
phase-averaged experimental data.

computations were instead carried out at Re = 1 · 105, as in the experiments, predicted K-H instabilities
would initiate the roll-up further upstream and the recirculation zone would be shortened.
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Figure 13: Re = 5 · 104: contributions to the Reynolds stresses associated with the global mean flow.

4 Conclusions

The aerodynamics of a simplified model of an iron ore pelletizing kiln was investigated numerically at
Reynolds numbers 5 · 104 and 1 · 105 by solving the unsteady RANS equations using a second-moment
closure for the turbulent stresses. The computations have undergone careful verification to quantify the
numerical uncertainties and the predictions have been validated against available experimental data for
both time-averaged and phase-averaged flow fields. The following points can be concluded:

1. The time-dependent flow is characterized by the periodic shedding of von-Kármán-like large-scale
vortical structures that originate in the free shear layers of the parallel wall jets that emerge into
the kiln. The periodic flow, which itself is not turbulent in nature, largely influences the turbulent
transport; its contribution to the Reynolds stresses associated with the global mean flow are as
much as an order of magnitude larger than that of its random counterpart. Within large parts
of the wake and the near wake region the momentum transport is dominated by the periodic
fluctuations; this is potentially of practical significance as turbulent mixing between the secondary
air and the confined burner jet is usually claimed to be the controlling factor for combustion in
rotary kilns. This indicates the need to model this type of flow in unsteady state to resolve the
large-scale periodic motion, if it is of any interest to properly account for the turbulent transport.

2. Shear layer instabilities of Kelvin-Helmholtz type were predicted for Re = 1 ·105 but not for 5 ·104.
These instabilities preceded the formation of the von-Kármán roll-ups, shifted the coupling of the
shear layers upstream and affected the whole shedding process to increase the mixing.
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Figure 14: Re = 1 · 105: contributions to the Reynolds stresses associated with the global mean flow.
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Figure 15: R = 2.27, dominant upper jet, Re = 5 · 104. Phase 0◦: plot of 〈ωz〉D/Ud,max at z/D = 0
overlayed by isolines (black) of λ2 = −1 and streamlines (grey) as viewed from a frame of reference
left: fixed with respect to the kiln, upper right: moving downstream at 0.65Ud,max, lower right: moving
downstream at 0.41Ud,max, where Ud,max is the maximum velocity in the upper duct. The fields are
divided at x/D = 0.99 and y/D = 0. The color limits are [-7.5 7.5] as in Fig. 2.
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3. The predicted fully developed axial velocity profiles in the semi-circular ducts agreed well with
the measured ones for both Reynolds numbers, indicating that the computed inlet conditions of
the jets emerging into the kiln were accurate. The measured time-averaged fields of velocity and
vorticity were reasonably predicted for both Reynolds numbers, though there were deviations as to
the extent of the recirculation zone. Available experimental data confirm the trends in spanwise
variation of the time-averaged velocity field, but the measurements show less variation than the
computations.

4. A frequency analysis of the time-signals of several quantities in a number of discrete points yielded
the same Strouhal number (0.19) as the one experimentally observed. Predicted phase-averaged
profiles of axial velocity and vorticity were validated against experimental data for eight phases
throughout the cycle, indicating that the periodic behavior was also captured on the large scale of
the vortical structures.

5. Entrainment of portions of the wall boundary layer by the influence of the shed vortices was
predicted, but the occurrence could not be confirmed by the available experimental data. The
predicted interaction between the vortices and the wall shear layer using the present wall-function
approach may be questioned and no conclusions should be drawn from the predictions before the
interaction can be properly validated. Nevertheless, the phenomenon has been observed in studies
on similar flows [67, 68, 7].

6. The vortex dynamics was characterized using by the λ2 criterion [25] and the detailed data provided
from the computations can be useful as a complement to further experimental studies. The present
approach of analysing the predicted velocity field in a reference frame moving with the convection
velocity of the shedded vortices may be used with advantage in future experimental studies of this
flow for more elaborate studies of the vortex dynamics.

7. Preliminary computational results at Re = 5 · 104 for non-matched momentum flux showed quali-
tative agreement with measurements conducted at Re = 1 · 105 for a slightly different geometry as
to the dependence of the vortex shedding mechanism on the circulation ratio of the separated shear
layers. This further indicates the predictive capability of the present computational approach.
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